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Abstract
Morse theory is a powerful mathematical tool that uses the local differential properties of a manifold to make conclusions about global topological aspects of the
manifold. Morse theory has been proven to be a very useful tool in computer
graphics, geometric data processing and understanding. This work is divided into
two parts. The first part is concerned with constructing geometry and symmetry
aware scalar functions on a triangulated 2-manifold. To effectively apply Morse
theory to discrete manifolds, one needs to design scalar functions on them with
certain properties such as respecting the symmetry and the geometry of the surface
and having the critical points of the scalar function coincide with feature or symmetry points on the surface. In this work, we study multiple methods that were
suggested in the literature to construct such functions such as isometry invariant
scalar functions, Poisson fields and discrete conformal factors. We suggest multiple refinements to each family of these functions and we propose new methods to
construct geometry and symmetry-aware scalar functions using mainly the theory
of the Laplace-Beltrami operator. Our proposed methods are general and can be
applied in many areas such as parametrization, shape analysis, symmetry detection and segmentation. In the second part of the thesis we utilize Morse theory to
give topologically consistent segmentation algorithms.

viii

Chapter 1
Introduction
Morse Theory is a tool in differential topology that is concerned with the relations
between the geometric and topological aspects of manifolds and the real-valued
functions defined on them. One of the primary interest in this theory is the relationship between the topology of a smooth manifold M and the critical points of a
real-valued smooth function f defined on M . Intuitively, Morse theory studies the
topological changes of the level sets of a real-valued smooth function as the height
of f varies. In computer graphics and geometric processing Morse theory has found
applications in global surface parameterization [33], finding a fundamental domain
of a surface [63], surface quadrangulation [22], topological matching [36], implicit
surfaces [85], surface segmentation [96], spline construction [92] and many other
applications.

This thesis is divided into two parts. In the first part we study multiple methods
that were suggested in the literature to construct geometry and symmetry-aware
scalar functions on triangulated surfaces such as isometry invariant scalar functions, Poisson fields and discrete conformal factors. We suggest multiple refinements to each family of these functions and we propose new methods to construct
geometry and symmetry-aware scalar functions using mainly the theory of LaplaceBeltrami operator.

In the second part we utilize Morse theory to propose two algorithms to decompose a surface into topologically consistent pieces. More precisely, we give two
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algorithms that segment any surface with negative Euler characteristic into a collection of topological pair of pants. Such a decomposition is usually called pants
decomposition.

In chapter 2 we give the necessary background that we need in this thesis. In
particular, we introduce Morse theory on smooth surfaces and show how this theory can be extended to triangulated 2-manifolds.

The theory of Laplace-Beltrami operator has found many applications in computer graphics. The applications include mesh segmentation [42, 71], differential
coordinates [83], biharmonic distance [53], intrinsic symmetry detection [93, 44, 93],
correspondence [38], shape processing and analysis [48, 50], and parameterization [32]. In chapter 3 we review the theory of Laplace-Beltrami operator on Riemannian surfaces and show how it can be applied to reduce undesirable critical
points from a scalar function. We also show how the heat equation can be utilized
as a computationally less expensive approach to smooth a scalar function than
using the eigenfunctions of the Laplacian.

Many problems in computer graphics require solving certain scalar function on
a mesh. In fact, many applications of Morse theory depend on the distribution of
critical points on the mesh such as [96, 23, 22]. Multiple attempts in the literature
have been directed to solve the problem of undesirable critical points includeinclude persistence-based simplfication of critical points [26, 27], using harmonic
maps as fair Morse functions [63], salient smoothing of a Morse function [54], and
combinatorially removing unwanted critical points of a scalar function [89, 88].
However, most applications also require the Morse scalar function to be symmet-
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ric and/or geometry-aware which is not addressed simultaneously in the literature
along with the critical point distribution of the scalar field on the surface. In
Chapter 4, we review the existing methods in the literature to construct geometry
and/or symmetry aware scalar functions and we give new constructions for such
functions. Furthermore, we give a detailed analysis for each construction to keep
the configuration of the set of critical points optimal. These scalar functions can
be applied in many areas in geometric processing such as parametrization, shape
analysis, symmetry detection and segmentation. In particular a Morse scalar function with desirable geometric and symmetric properties is a fundamental task for
any algorithm that uses Morse theory. Our work utilizes heavily the theory of the
Laplace-Beltrami operator to design a scalar function on mesh:
1. One can use the eigenfunctions of the Laplacian to obtain scalar functions
that are isometry invariant. This means that they have intrinsic symmetry [44, 65] with respect to the surface as well as the distribution of their
critical points on the surface. We give new families of such symmetric functions and we show how to make existing symmetric fields in the literature
more robust with respect to the configuration of their critical points on the
manifold. In particular we also introduce the Modified Heat Kernel Signature and the Modified Auto Diffusion Function, which are parameterized
families of isometry invariant scalar functions that generalize Heat Kernel
Signature [86] and Auto Diffusion Function [31] respectively.
2. We use the biharmonic [53] distance to study the average geodesic distance,
or AGD, function on the manifold [36]. The AGD function has been proven
to have intrinsic symmetry [44] but it has only been studied in the context of
Dijkstra’s algorithm geodesic distance function which has many drawbacks.
We show how that by using the nice properties of the biharmonic one can
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gain many desirable properties that were not available with the Dijkstra’s
algorithm geodesic distance function.
3. Poisson fields on meshes [23] have been used to obtain a geometry aware
scalar functions. We show that the discrete conformal factor [8, 9] can be
used for the same purpose and propose a robust modification for the discrete
conformal factor solution suggested in [8]. The proposed method make the
discrete conformal factor more suitable for applications such as parametrization, segmentation and Morse theory analysis. Furthermore, we also demonstrate that the heat kernel map suggested in [64] can be used for similar
purposes.
Mesh segmentation is a fundamental problem in geometric modeling. One often
needs to divide a complicated mesh geometry into multiple pieces that are easier to
process. Mesh segmentation has applications including texture mapping [49], collision detection [52], skeletonization [12] and three-dimensional shape retrieval [102].

Many segmentation algorithms have been proposed in the graphics literature
includes [55, 78, 51, 14, 82, 2]. In chapter 5 we propose two algorithms to decompose
a surface into topologically consistent pieces using Morse theory. More precisely,
we give algorithms that segment the the surface into a collection of pants which are
topological sphere with three disks removed. This decomposition is called pants
decomposition. See Figure for an example of pants decomposition of a genus 2
surface 1.1. Using Morse theory makes our algorithm robust with respect to these
two points : we obtain a decomposition that is independent of the embedding and
the computation of the curves of the decomposition is a task that can be computed
in linear time.

4

FIGURE 1.1. Pants decomposition of genus 2 surface

Similar algorithms to ours have been proposed by [51] and [100]. However, all
the existing methods rely on computing certain loops on the surface called Handles
and Tunnels loops and computing such curves is computationally expensive and
more importantly it depends on the embedding of the surface.

5

Chapter 2
Preliminaries and Background

2.1

Introduction

Morse Theory is a tool in differential topology that is concerned with the relations
between the geometric and topological aspects of manifolds and the real-valued
functions defined on them. One of the primary interest in this theory is the relationship between the topology of a smooth manifold M and the critical points of a
real-valued smooth function f defined on M . Intuitively, Morse theory studies the
topological changes of the level sets of a real-valued smooth function as the height
of f varies. Morse theory was first introduced by Morse [60] for infinite dimensional
spaces. A comprehensive introduction to Morse theory on finite-dimensional manifolds is given [58]. See also [56, 7]. Morse theory was introduced on triangulated
surfaced by Banchoff [6]. In this chapter we review the basics of Morse theory on
smooth surfaces and then we review the basics of Morse theory on triangulated
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surfaces. For a more thorough treatment of the subject the reader is refereed to
the references mentioned above.

2.2

Previous Work

2.2.1

Morse Theory on Meshes

Morse theory has been proven to be a very useful tool in computer graphics, geometric data processing and understanding. Morse theory has been extended to
triangulated 2-manifolds by [6]. Recently, Morse theory has found applications in
global surface parameterization [33], finding a fundamental domain of a surface [63],
surface quadrangulation [22], topological matching [36], implicit surfaces [85], surface segmentation [96], spline construction [92] and many other applications. Any
algorithm that utilities Morse theory requires a careful design of the so-called Morse
function. Most of the work in this thesis is aimed at this particular point.
2.2.2

Designing Scalar Functions on Meshes

In every application of Morse theory one needs to select a Morse scalar function with an appropriate configuration of critical points. In fact many applications
of Morse theory depends on distribution of the critical points on the mesh such
as [96, 23, 22]. Multiple attempts in the literature have been directed to solve the
problem of undesirable critical points include persistence-based simplfication of
critical points [26, 27], using harmonic maps as fair Morse functions [63], salient
smoothing of a Morse function [54], and combinatorially removing unwanted critical points of a scalar function [89, 88]. All the existing methods however do not
address the symmetry and the geometry features of the scalar function simultaneously with distribution of the critical points of the scalar function on the surface.

This work is inspired by multiple areas in computer graphics and geometric processing. The technical part of the thesis utilizes the theory of the Laplace-Beltrami
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operator. This operator has many applications in computer geometric processing including mesh segmentation [42, 71], differential coordinates [83], biharmonic
distance [53], intrinsic symmetry detection [93, 44, 93], correspondence [38], shape
processing and analysis [48, 50], and parametrization [32]. Our work utilizes mainly
the theory of the Laplace-Beltrami operator to design a scalar function on meshes:
1. One can use the eigenfunctions of the Laplacian to obtain scalar functions
that are isometry invariant. This means that they have intrinsic symmetry [44, 65] with respect to the surface as well as the distribution of their
critical points on the surface. We give new families of such symmetric functions and we show how to make existing symmetric fields in the literature
more robust with respect to the configuration of their critical points on the
manifold.
2. We use the biharmonic distance [53] to study the average geodesic distance
function, or AGD, on the manifold [36]. The AGD function has been proven
to have intrinsic symmetry [44] but it has only been studied in the context of
Dijkstra’s algorithm geodesic distance function which has many drawbacks.
We show that by using the nice properties of the biharmonic one can gain
many desirable properties that were not available with the Dijkstra’s algorithm geodesic distance function.
3. Poisson fields on meshes [23] have been used to obtain a geometry aware
scalar functions. We show that the discrete conformal factor [8, 9] can be
used for the same purpose and propose a robust modification for the discrete
conformal factor solution suggested in [8]. The proposed method make the
discrete conformal factor more suitable for applications such as parametrization, segmentation and Morse theory analysis. Furthermore, we also demon-
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strate that the heat kernel map suggested in [64] can be used for similar
purposes.
4. Any scalar function can be written as a linear summation of the eigenfunctions of the Laplace-Beltrami operator. This gives us powerful tool to filter
the undesired critical points of a scalar function. We also show how the heat
equation can be utilized as a computationally less expensive approach than
using the eigenfunctions of the Laplacian. This method is commonly used for
mesh smoothing [87, 18].
Even though we are designing scalar functions here for applications on Morse
theory, it should be emphasized that the techniques are general and can be applied
in other areas in geometric processing. In our construction of scalar functions we
have paid attention to the following desirable properties:
1. The isolines of the scalar function are shape-aware in the sense that they
follow one of the principal directions of the surface.
2. The critical points of the scalar function coincide with feature or the symmetry points on the surface.
3. If the surface has some sort of symmetry then the scalar field also inherits
the symmetry of the surface.
4. Minimal user input. In fact, our methods require no user input or an input
one initial condition.
For the rest of this chapter we will give the basic definitions for Morse theory on
smooth and triangulated surfaces.

2.3

Basics of Topological Manifolds

The purpose from the following two sections is to state the necessary definitions
needed to talk about Morse theory. The material introduced in these sections is
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standard and can be found in any introduction on topological and differentiable
manifolds textbook. See for instance [47, 46]. We will assume that the reader is
familiar with basic topology.
Definition 2.1. A topological space M is said to be n-Euclidean if for every point
in M there exists a neighborhood around that point that is homeomorphic to Rn .
Definition 2.2. Let M be a topological space and let U ⊂ M be an open set. A
homeomophism φ : U −→ Rn is called a chart coordinate of M . We denote such a
chart by (U, φ).
Definition 2.3. A topological n-manifold is a topological space M that is locally
n-Euclidean, Hausdorff and second countable.
An atlas on a manifold M is a collection of coordinate charts {(Uα , φα )} such
that ∪α Uα = M . In this thesis we are interested mainly in 2-manifolds with or
without boundary. The definition of a manifold with boundary is the following.
Definition 2.4. A second countable Hausdorff topological space such that for every
x ∈ M there exists a neighborhood of x locally homeomophic to H = {(x1 , ..., xn ) ∈
Rn : xn ≥ 0} is called an n-manifold with boundary.

FIGURE 2.1. A surface that is homeomophic to the torus

The topological spaces that we will deal with in this thesis will be 2-manifolds,
also called surfaces. Recall that the classification theorem of surfaces states that any
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compact, connected, orientable and without boundary surface is homeomorphic to
one of the following surfaces :
1. The sphere.
2. The connected sum of g tori, for g ≥ 1.

FIGURE 2.2. A surface with boundary

On the other hand, any compact, connected, orientable surface with boundary
is simply a surface from the list of the classification theorem above with a finite
number of holes. See Figure 2.2 for an example of a surface with one boundary
component. Compact, connected and orientable surfaces with and without boundary can be classified up to homeomorphism via the Euler Characteristic. The Euler
characteristic of a surface F with genus g and b boundary component is given by
χ(F ) = 2 − 2g − b.

2.4

Basics of Differential Topology

The definition of a topological manifold does not allow us to to investigate the local
properties of the space. This problem can be resolved by introducing a differential
structure on the topological manifold.
Definition 2.5. Let (U, φ) and (V, ψ) be two charts such that U ∩ V 6= ∅. The
composition map ψ ◦ φ−1 : φ(U ∩ V ) −→ ψ(U ∩ V ) is called a transition map . If
all the transition functions are smooth then we say that the manifold is smooth (or
differentiable).
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We say that an atlas on a manifold is smooth if all its charts are smooth. A
differntiable structure on a manifold is a maximal smooth atlas. Now we are ready
to define smooth scalar functions on a smooth manifold.
Definition 2.6. A function f : M −→ R is smooth if f ◦ φ : U −→ R is smooth
for every chart (U, φ).
More generally, we have the following definition of smooth functions between
two manifold M and N .
Definition 2.7. A map f : M −→ N is smooth if for every chart (V, ψ) on N and
every chart (U, φ) in M , the composition ψ ◦ f ◦ φ−1 is smooth in the Euclidean
sense.
Suppose now that M is embedded in some Rn and let γ : (−, ) −→ M be a
curve on the manifold M .
Definition 2.8. We say that a vector v ∈ Rn is tangent to the manifold M ⊂ Rn
at a point p if there exists a curve γ : (−, ) −→ M such that γ(0) = p and
γ 0 (0) = v.
The set of all tangent vectors at a point p ∈ M is called the tangent space at p
and it is denoted by Tp M . The tangent space of an n-manifold can be shown to be
a n-dimensional vector space over R.
Definition 2.9. Let p be a point on a n-manifold M and let (φ, (x1 , .., xn )) be a
local chart around p such that xi (p) = 0 for i = 1, .., n. Let ck : (−, +) −→ M be
the curves on M defined by φ−1 ◦ ek , where
ek (t) = (tδ1k , ..., tδnk ), k = 1, ..., n.
The vectors

∂
| ,..., ∂x∂n |p
∂x1 p

are by definition c01 (p),...,c02 (p) respectively.
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One can show that the vectors

∂
| ,..., ∂x∂n |p
∂x1 p

form a basis for tangent space Tp M .

We will also need the concept of a smooth vector field on a manifold.
Definition 2.10. A smooth vector field on M is a function that assigns to every
point p a vector vp ∈ Tp M such that vp is smooth in p.
For every point p ∈ M any smooth function f : M −→ N induces a linear map
dfp : Tp M −→ Tf (p) N . This is given in the following definition.
Definition 2.11. Suppose that f : M −→ N is a smooth map and γ : (−, ) −→
M is a curve such that γ(0) = p and γ 0 (0) = v. For every point p ∈ M the
function f induces a linear map dfp : Tp M −→ Tf (p) N , called the differential of f
at p, defined by :
dfp (v) = (f ◦ γ)0 (0) ∈ Tf (p) M
The vector dfp (v) is also called the push-forward of the vector v induced by f and
sometimes the notation f∗ (v) is used in place of dfp (v).

2.5

Morse Theory on Smooth Surfaces

Let M be a compact smooth surface and let I = [a, b] ⊆ R, where a < b, be a
closed interval. Let f : M −→ I be a smooth function defined on M . A point
x ∈ M is called a critical point of f if the differential dfx is zero. A value c in R is
called a critical value of f is f −1 (c) contains a critical point of f . A point in M is
called a regular point if it is not a critical point. Similarly, if a value c ∈ R is not a
critical value then we call it a regular value. The inverse function theorem implies
that for every regular value c in R the level set f −1 (c) is a 1-manifold, i.e., f −1 (c)
is a disjoint union of circles. A critical point is called non-degenerate if the matrix
of the second partial derivatives of f , called the Hessian matrix, is non-singular. If
all the critical points of f are non-degenerate and all critical points have distinct
values then f is a Morse function. If the surface M has boundary then we will
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also require two other conditions : (1) f −1 (∂I) = ∂M and (2) there are no critical
points on ∂M . In other words, the boundary points in the interval I, the values
in ∂I, are regular values for the function f . The index of a critical point x of f ,
denoted by indexf (x), is defined to be the number of negative eigenvalues of its
Hessian matrix. Since the Hessian of a scalar function on smooth surface is a 2 × 2
symmetric matrix, then the index takes the values 0, 1 or 2.

The definition of a Morse function is motivated mainly by the following Lemma.
Lemma 2.12. (Morse Lemma) Let M be a smooth surface, f : M −→ R be a
smooth function and p be a non-degenerate critical point of f . We can choose a
chart (φ, U ) around p such that f ◦ φ−1 takes exactly one of the following three
forms:

1. f ◦ φ−1 (X, Y ) = X 2 + Y 2 + c.
2. f ◦ φ−1 (X, Y ) = −X 2 − Y 2 + c.
3. f ◦ φ−1 (X, Y ) = X 2 − Y 2 + c.
The form of a Morse function f around a critical point can be proven to be
independent of the choice of the chart. Hence, we will call this form the standard
form of the Morse function f around p. The previous Lemma says that the surface
looks very nice around a non-degenerate critical point. In fact, one can use the
previous theorem to define the index of a critical point p : the number of minus
signs in the standard form of the function f around p. On can see that on a nondegenerate critical point of index 0 the function f takes a minimum value, on a
non-degenerate critical point of index 1, the graph of the function looks like a
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saddle and on a non-degenerate critical point of index 2 the function f takes a
maximum value. See Figure 2.3

FIGURE 2.3. Minimum, Maximum and Saddle.

2.5.1

Handle Decomposition of a Surface

Morse theory study the shape of a manifold by studying the critical points of a
scalar function defined on M . The following lemma is an example of what we mean.
Theorem 2.13. Let M be a closed surface and let f : M −→ [a, b] be a Morse
function. If f has exactly two critical points then M is diffeomorphic to the 2sphere.
The previous theorem shows how our knowledge of critical points of a Morse
scalar function defined on M can provide insight about the topology of the surface. In fact, Morse theory studies this observation in a systematic manner. Before
giving the theorems that show this point on surfaces we need a few definitions.

Let M be a smooth surface and let f : M −→ R be a Morse function defined on
M . Define the set :
Mf,t = {x ∈ M : f (x) ≤ t}
Let a < b be real numbers. Define
Mf,[a,b] = {x ∈ M : a ≤ f (x) ≤ b}
When it is clear from the context, we will drop f from the notation and use simply
Mt and M[a,b] to refer to the previous two sets. Morse theory studies the topological
changes on the set Mt as the value t varies.
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Theorem 2.14. Let f : M −→ R be a smooth function on a smooth surface M .
Let a < b be real numbers such that f has no critical values in the interval [a, b],
then the surfaces Ma and Mb are diffeomorphic.
The previous theorem says that the topology of the surface Mt does not change
as t passes through regular values. In the following we use D1 to denote the interval
[0, 1]. The end points of D1 will be denoted by ∂D1 . In other words ∂D1 = {0, 1}.
Given a Morse function f on M, the following theorem gives s precise description
for the change that occur in the topology of the surface Mt as t passes through a
critical value.
Theorem 2.15. Let f : M −→ R be Morse function. Let p be a critical point
of index i and f (p) = t be its corresponding critical value. Let  be chosen small
enough so that f has no critical values on the interval [t − , t + ]. Then :

1. If indexf (p) = 0, then Mt+ is diffeomorphic to the disjoint union of Mt−
and a 2-dimensional disk D2 .
2. If indexf (p) = 1, then Mt+ can be obtained from Mt− by attaching a 1handle. That means that Mt+ can be obtained by gluing a rectangular strip
D1 × D1 to the boundary of Mt− along D1 × ∂D1 .
3. If indexf (p) = 2, then Mt+ can be obtained by capping off the surface Mt−
with a disk D2 . That means that Mt+ is obtained by gluing a disk D2 along
its boundary ∂D2 to one of the boundary components of Mt− .
2.5.2

Reeb Graph

Let M be a smooth orientable surface possibly with boundary ∂M and let f :
M −→ [0, 1] be a Morse function. Define the equivalence relation ∼ on M by
x ∼ y if and only if x and y belong to the same connected component of a level set
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f −1 (c) for the same c ∈ [0, 1]. The set X/∼ with the standard quotient topology
induced by the function fˆ : R(f ) −→ [0, 1] is called the Reeb graph of f . Every
vertex of the R(f ) arises from a critical point of f . Every maximum or minimum
of f or a boundary component M gives rise to a degree 1-node of R(f ) and every
saddle of f gives rise to degree 3-node. If M is an embedded surface without
boundary then M can be recovered up to a homeomorphism from R(f ) as the
boundary of an oriented 3-dimensional regular neighborhood of the graph R(f ).
Remark 2.16. One reason for our choice of Morse function with boundary to
satisfy f −1 (∂I) = ∂M is to make it consistent with the definition of Reeb graph we
give here. Note that each boundary component circle maps exactly to one point on
the Reeb graph.

The definition of Reeb graph goes back to G. Reeb [70]. It was first introduced
to computer graphics in [76]. Reeb graph has found applications in shape under-
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standing [1], quadrangulation [35], surface understanding [11], segmentation [95],
parametrization [67, 99], animation [40] and many other applications. Reeb graphs
algorithms can be found in many papers such as [81, 16, 66, 24].

2.6

Triangulated 2-Manifolds

In practice, we usually approximate smooth surfaces by triangulated meshes. The
combinatorial structure of a triangulated mesh is represented by a simplicial complex. Concepts from smooth differential geometry and analysis can be generalized
to simplical complexes. We start this section by giving the basics of triangulated
2-manifolds as well as the basics of Morse theory on a triangulated 2-manifold.
2.6.1

Simplicial Complex

Let k be a positive integer and let v0 , ..., vk be vectors in Rn . We say that v0 , ..., vk
are in general position if v0 −v1 , ..., v0 −vk are linearly independent. By convention,
if k = 0 then v0 is in general position. Define a k−dimensional simplex with vectors
{v0 , .., vk } to be the set:
k

σ = [v0 , ..., vk ] = {

k
X

n

λi vi ∈ R :

i=0

k
X

λi = 1, λ ≥ 0}

i=0

A k-simplex can be proven to be the smallest convex set, or the convex hull, that
contains the vertices v1 , .., vk . Figure 2.4 shows examples of simplices of various
dimensions. We usually call the vectors v0 , ..., vk of a simplex σ k the vertices of the
simplex σ k . Note that a simplex is completely determined by its set of vertices. If

FIGURE 2.4. From left to right, 0-simplex, 1-simplex and 2-simplex

σ1 and σ2 are simplices and the vertices of σ1 is a subset of the vertices of σ2 then
we say that σ1 is a facet of σ2 .
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Definition 2.17. A simplical complex is a finite collection of simplices Σ that
satisfies the following conditions:
1. If σ is in Σ then all the facets of σ are also in Σ.
2. If σ1 , σ2 ∈ Σ, σ1 ∩ σ2 6= φ, then σ1 ∩ σ2 is in Σ.
3. Every point in Σ has a neighborhood that intersects at most finitely many
simplices of Σ.
A simplicial complex is said to be n-dimensional if it contains at least one ndimensional simplex and no simplexes of dimension greater than n. The geometric
concept of orientation of a simplex can also be defined combinatorially using vertices. This can be done by imposing an ordering on the vertices of the simplex
σ k = [v0 , ..., vk ]. Let σ k be a simplex and let (vi0 , ..., vik ) and (vj0 , ..., vjk ) be two
ordering of the vertices of σ k . We say that the ordering (vi0 , ..., vik ) is equivalent to
(vj0 , ..., vjk ) if there a permutation s on the set {0, ..., k} such that, i.e., s(in ) = jn
for n = 0, ..., k, and s is a product of even number of transpositions (a permutation
that swaps only two elements and leave the other elements unchanged). One can
use this definition to define an equivalence relation on the set of all ordering of a
simplex. This equivalence relation partitions this set into two equivalence classes.
An orientation of a simplex σ k is a choice of one of these equivalence classes. An
oriented k-simplex is a simplex σ k with an orientation. Note that a 0-simplex has a
unique orientation. This combinatorial definition matches our geometric intuitive
notion of the two possible orientation of simplex.
v0

v2

v0

v1

v1

v2

FIGURE 2.5. Possible orientations : (v0 , v2 , v1 ) (left) and (v0 , v1 , v2 ) (right).
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An oriented k-simplex induces orientation on its (k − 1) in a natural way. See
Figure 2.6 for an example of the induced orientation of the face [v0 , v1 , v2 ] on its
edges. Care must be taken when one defines orientation on a simplicial complex
v0

v2
v1
FIGURE 2.6. An oriented 2-simplex with its induced orientation on the edges.

Σ. Suppose that σ1 and σ2 are two adjacent oriented simplexes in a simplicial
complex Σ. We say that the two orientations of σ1 and σ2 are compatible if they
induce opposite orientations on their common facet. See Figure2.7 for an example of
compatible orientation. A choice of orientation on each simplex of Σ such that the
orientations of any two adjacent simplexes in Σ are compatible is called compatible
orientation of the simplicial complex Σ. A simplicial complex with a compatible
orientation is called an oriented simplicial complex. Such an orientation may or
may not exist. If it exists on a simplicial complex then we call such a complex
orientable otherwise it is called nonorientable. In our work here we will mainly
work with oriented simplicial complexes.

FIGURE 2.7. Compatible orientation

Suppose that Σ is a 2-dimensional simplicial complex. We will denote by |Σ| to
the set obtained by taking the union of all simplexes of Σ and equipped with the
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relative subspace topology of the usual topology of R3 . We are mainly interested in
the case when |Σ| is a 2-manifold. For this reason we have the following definition.
Definition 2.18. A triangulation of a surface S is 2-dimensional simplicial complex Σ with a homeomorphism f : S −→ |Σ|.
By a triangulated 2-manifold, or triangulated surface, we mean a topological
2-manifold equipped with a triangulation. It is known that every surface can be
triangulated [46].

We will often call 0-simplex a vertex, 1-simplex an edge and 2-simplex a face.
If Σ is a 2-dimensional simplicial complex then we will denote by V(Σ), E(Σ) and
F(Σ) to the set of vertices, edges and faces of Σ respectively. When it is clear from
the context we will also drop Σ from the notation.
2.6.2

Simplicial Maps

Suppose that Σ1 and Σ2 are simplicial complexes. We will often be interested in
specifying a piece-wise linear continuous map between |Σ1 | and |Σ2 |. Such maps
can be induced by simplicial maps as in the following definition.
Definition 2.19. Let Σ1 and Σ2 be two simplical complexes. A simplicial map
between Σ1 and Σ2 is a map f : V(Σ1 ) −→ V(Σ2 ) such that if v1 , ..., vk are vertices
of a simplex in Σ1 then f (v1 ), ..., f (vk ) are vertices of a simplex in Σ2 .
If f : V(Σ1 ) −→ V(Σ2 ) is a simplicial map and σ k = [v0 , ..., vk ] is a simplex in
Σ1 then the map f can be extended uniquely to a continuous map fˆ between |σ k |
and |conv(f (v0 ), ..., f (vk ))| (the smallest convex set containing f (v0 ), ..., f (vk ) ) as
follows :
k
k
X
X
ˆ
f(
λi vi ) =
λi f (vi )
i=0

i=0
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where

Pk

i=0

λi = 1, λi ≥ 0. Extending f in this manner on every σ ∈ Σ1 we obtain

a piece-wise linear continuous map between |Σ1 | and |Σ2 |. In other words, we define
f on the vertices of M and in order to obtain fˆ we extend f linearly on the edges
and the triangles of M .
Remark 2.20. We will often abuse the notation between the function f and its
induced function fˆ.
Remark 2.21. The previous definition of simplicial map works in general between
any two simplicial complex Σ1 and Σ2 . However, it is useful sometimes to think
about a simplicial map f : Σ −→ R on a surface Σ in the following way. Let
Bi : |Σ| −→ R be the hat function defined by Bi (vj ) = δij and extended linearly to
the entire simplicial complex |Σ|, then for every x ∈ Σ one can write:

fˆ(x) =

k
X

f (vi )Bi (x),

i=0

where

Pk

i=0

Bi (x) = 1 and Bi (x) ≥ 0.

This function is called the hat function because if one defines Bi on a face
[vi , vj , vk ] then the graph of the function of Bi looks like Figure 2.8.
1

vk
vi

vj
FIGURE 2.8. The graph of the ith hat function on a face [vi , vj , vk ].

2.6.3

Morse Theory on Triangulated 2-Manifolds

Morse theory was extended to triangulated manifolds by Banchoff [6]. Let M be
a triangulated 2-manifold and let f : M −→ R be piece-wise linear continuous
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function on M . The link Lk(v) of a vertex v is defined as the set of all vertices w
such that v shares an edge [v, w] with w. The upper link of v is defined as
Lk + = {u ∈ Lk(v) : f (u) > f (v)},
and the lower link is defined by
Lk − = {u ∈ Lk(v) : f (u) < f (v)},
and mixed link
Lk ± (v) = {(u1 , u2 ) : f (u1 ) < f (v) < f (u2 )}.

+

-

+

+

+
+

-

-

+

++

-

++

--

++

-

++

--

--

++

--

++
+

--

FIGURE 2.9. (a) minimum, (b) maximum, (c) regular vertex, (d) saddle .

Using the link definitions we can classify vertices of M as follows. A vertex v in
M is PL regular if the cardinality |Lk ± (v)| of Lk ± (v) is equal to 2. If |Lk + (v)| = 0
then v is a PL maximum vertex with index 1 and if |Lk − (v)| = 0 then v is a PL
minimum with index 0. If |Lk ±(v) | = 2 + 2m then v is a PL saddle with index 1
and multiplicity m ≥ 1. See Figure 2.9. A PL function is PL Morse function if
each vertex is either PL regular or simple PL critical and the function values of
the vertices are distinct.

The Euler characteristic of a closed triangulated surface M can be computed via
a PL Morse function f as follows:
χ(M ) =

X
x critical
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(−1)indexf (x) .

Chapter 3
Manifold Harmonics
3.1

Introduction

Given a Riemannian surface M , one can define the so called Laplace-Beltrami
operator, or the Laplacian, on the Hilbert space L(M ) of all smooth real valued
functions on M , or smooth 0-forms. The eigenfunctions of the Laplace-Beltrami
operator form a complete set of orthonormal basis of the space L(M ). In other
words, any scalar function on M can be decomposed as a linear summation of
the eigenfunction, or the harmonics, of the Laplace-Beltrami operator. Hence, the
Laplacian on a Riemanian manifold provides us with the classical tools of Fourier
analysis for our study of scalar functions on Riemannian manifold.

The eigenfunctions of the Laplacian have found many applications in geometric
processing. This includes mesh segmentation [42, 71], differential coordinates [83],
biharmonic distance [53], intrinsic symmetry detection [93, 44, 93], correspondence [38], shape processing and analysis [48, 50], and parametrization [32]. In
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this chapter we will introduce the Laplace-Beltrami operator on a smooth surface and then study multiple discretizations that were proposed in the literature
for this operator on triangulated 2-manifolds. In fact, it was shown that none of
discretiztions can capture simultaneously all desirable properties of the smooth
Laplace-Beltrami operator [94]. For our purpose here, we are interested in writing
any scalar function on the mesh in terms of the eigenfunction of the proposed discrete Laplacian, hence we choose discretiztions that serve this specific purpose.

Solving the eigenfunctions and the eigenvalues of a general Laplace-Beltrami
operator on a general smooth manifold is a difficult task. In the discrete setting on
a triangulated 2-manifolds however, we will see that the problem can be reduced
to a generalized eigenvalue problem.

3.2

Quick Review of Riemannian Surfaces

In this section we give the necessary background to define the Laplace-Beltrami
operator on a smooth surface.
Remark 3.1. Our review here is not comprehensive nor general. We merely introduce the definitions and concepts on smooth surfaces that are needed for our
purpose. For more details the reader is refereed to [74, 10]
Remark 3.2. It is usually desirable to give intrinsic description for objects on a
manifold. Even though it is possible to give intrinsic definitions for all concepts
that we will introduce here such as smooth forms, the divergence, the gradient, and
the Laplace-Beltrami operators without the need of using charts, but for the sake
of introducing less machinery we choose to give chart-based definitions.
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3.2.1

Differential Forms

Definition 3.3. Let M be a differentiable 2-manifold and let p be a point on M .
A differential 1-form on p is an element in the dual space Tp∗ M of the tangent
space of the manifold M at the point p. In other words ωp : Tp M −→ R is a linear
function.
A differential 1-form on M is a function that assigns to every p in M a differential
1-form on p such that {ωp |p ∈ M } is smooth in p. In local coordinates, suppose
that (U, x1 , x2 ) is a local chart on M then a differential 1-form on U can represented
locally by :
w = a1 dx1 + a2 dx1
where a1 and a2 are smooth functions on M and dxi for i = 1, 2 are the differential
1-forms on U defined by
dxi (p)(

∂
) = δij ,
∂xj p

i, j = 1, 2.

Differential 2-forms are defined similarly.
Definition 3.4. Let M be a differentiable 2-manifold and p be a point on M .
A differential 2-form on p is bilinear map wp : Tp M × Tp M −→ R such that
ωp (v1 , v2 ) = −wp (v2 , v1 ) for every v1 , v2 ∈ Tp M
Similar to differential 1-forms, a differential 2-form on M is a function that
assigns to every p in M a differential 2-form on p such that {ωp |p ∈ M } is smooth
in p. In local coordinates, if (U, x1 , x2 ) is a local chart on M then a differential
2-form on U is represented locally on U by:
w = f dx1 ∧ dx2
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where f is a smooth function on U and dx1 ∧ dx2 is a differential 2-form on defined
by:
(dx1 ∧ dx2 )(p)(v1 , v2 ) := dx1 |p (v1 )dx2 |p (v2 ) − dx1 |p (v2 )dx2 |p (v1 ).
for every v1 , v2 ∈ Tp∗ M and every p in U . Finally, a differential 0-form on a surface
M is simply a smooth function f : M −→ R. The set of differential i-forms,
i = 0, 1, 2 on a surface M form a vector space where the vector space operations
are induced from the vector space operations defined on point-wise differential
forms. We will denote by Ωi (M ) to the vector space of all differential i-forms on
M for i = 0, 1, 2.
3.2.2

Integration on Smooth Surfaces

Differential forms are the mathematical objects that can be integrated over a manifold. In order to integrate over a surface, the surface must be oriented. For this
reason, we will always assume that this is the case. Moreover, one can only integrate 2-forms on a surface. The definition of the integration of 2-forms on a surface
relies on the familiar Riemannian integration on R2 . In fact, differential 2-forms on
R2 can be identified with scalar functions on R2 . One can choose a coordinate system x1 and x2 for R2 and the identification simply goes by sending a function f on
R2 to a 2-form f dx1 ∧ dx2 on R2 . Using this identification, we can use Riemannian
integration to integrate 2-forms on R2 .
Definition 3.5. Let U be an open set in R2 with the standard coordinate x1 and
x2 and let ω = f dx1 ∧ dx2 be a smooth 2-from on U then
Z
Z
Z
ω=
f dx1 ∧ dx2 =
f dx1 dx2
U

U

U

where the integration on the right hand side of the previous equation is simply the
Riemannain integration of the function f on the set U .
To integrate 2-forms on smooth surface we need the following definition first.
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Definition 3.6. Let M be a smooth m-manifold and let N be smooth n-manifold.
Let F : N −→ M be a smooth map. The pullback F ∗ ω of a k-form ω on M is a
k-form on N defined as follows:
(F ∗ ω)p (v1 , ..., vk ) = ωF (p) (F∗ (v1 ), ..., F∗ (vk )), p ∈ N,
where v1 , .., vk ∈ Tp N and F∗ (vi ) ∈ TF (p) M is the pushforward of vi ∈ Tp N .
Now we define the integration of 2-forms on a surface M . Let φ : U −→ φ(U ) ⊂
R2 be a chart on M . Let w be a smooth 2-form on U , the the integration of w on
U is defined as :
Z

Z

(φ−1 )∗ ω

ω :=
U

φ(U )

One can prove that this definition is independent of the choice of chart (φ, U ).
Finally, to integrate a 2-form ω defined on a compact surface M . We cover the
entire surface by a collection of charts {Ui , φi }i∈I and since the surface is compact
we can choose this set to be finite. Moreover, we choose a set of non-negative
P
functions {ρi : M −→ R}i∈I such that (1) i ρi (p) = 1 for all p in M and (2)
supp(ρi ) ⊂ Ui . Then, the smooth 2−from wi defined by wi := ρi ω can be integrated
on Ui as before and we can set the integration of ω as
Z
XZ
ω :=
ωi .
M

i

Ui

The set of functions {ρi }i∈I satisfying the conditions (1) and (2) is usually called
a partition of unity. One needs to show that this definition is independent of the
choice of charts and the chosen partition of unity.
3.2.3

The Hilbert Space of 0-Forms on a Riemannian Surface

A Riemannian manifold is a differentiable manifold such that the tangent space at
every point on the manifold is equipped with an inner product. This allows us to
talk meaningfully about concepts like length, volume and curvature on a manifold.
More precisely, we have the following definition.
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Definition 3.7. A Riemannnian manifold is a differentiable manifold such that
for each point p in M the tangent space Tp M is equipped with a symmetric positivedefinite bilinear form
gp : Tp M × Tp M −→ R
such that gp is smooth in p. We say that g = {gp : p ∈ M } is Riemannian metric
on the manifold M .
Remark 3.8. Let V be a vector space. Recall that a symmetric bilinear map F :
V × V −→ R is called positive definite if it satisfies : (1) F (v, v) ≥ 0 for all v ∈ V
and (2) F (v, v) = 0 implies v = 0.
We are now ready to define an inner product on differential 0-forms on a smooth
surface. Let (M, g) be a compact oriented Riemannian surface. The area form dM
on M is a 2-form defined by
dMg =

p
|det(g)|dx1 ∧ dx2 .

with respect to a positively oriented chart. Here det(g) = det(gij ). One can prove
that this definition is independent of the chosen chart. For any open set U ⊂ M the
R
R
integration U dM is defined to be the area of U . In particular, M dMg is defined
to be the area of M . Let f and g be differential 0-forms on a surface M . Define:
Z
hf, gi =
f g dMg .
(3.1)
M

One can show that h, i defines a symmetric positive-definite bilinear form on Ω0 (M )
and hence an inner product.
Definition 3.9. The Hilbert space L(M, g) is by definition the completion of the
vector space Ω0 (M ) with respect to the inner product defined in 3.1.
When the choice of the metric g is clear we will denote to L(M, g) by L(M ) and
denote the volume form dMg by dM .
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3.2.4

The Gradient and The Divergence Operators on a Riemannian
Surface

Given a Riemannian manifold (M, g) one can generalize the familiar definitions of
the gradient and divergence operators in the Euclidean space on the Riemannian
manifold M .
Definition 3.10. Let (M, g) be a Riemannian manifold and let f : M −→ R be a
smooth function on M . The gradient of f is a vector field on M defined locally on
a chart (U, x1 , x2 ) by:
∇g f = gradf =

2
X
i,j=1

gij

∂f ∂
∂xi ∂xj

(3.2)

This definition can be proven to be independent of the chosen chart U .
Definition 3.11. Let (M, g) be a Riemannian manifold and let X be a smooth
P
vector field on M . Let (U, x1 , x2 ) be a chart on M and write X = 2i=1 bi ∂x∂ i for
some smooth functions bi on U . The divergence of X is a scalar function on M
defined locally on U by :
2
X
p
∂
divg X = p
(bi |det(g)|)
|det(g)| i,j=1 ∂xi

1

(3.3)

Again the definition of the divergence operator is independent of the choice of
the chart U .
3.2.5

The Laplace-Beltrami Operator on a Riemannian Surface

Let (M, g) be a compact Riemannian surface. Let (U, x1 , x2 ) be a chart for M . The
Laplace-Beltrami operator ∆ : L(M ) −→ L(M ) is defined on the chart U by :
∆= p

n
X
p
∂
∂
(gij |det(g)|
).
∂xi
|det(g)| i,j=1 ∂xi

1

On a Riemannian manifold (M, g) the Laplace-Beltrami operator can be characterized by the property that a diffeomorphism is an isometry if and only it preserves
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the Laplace-Beltrami operator ∆. This implies that the Laplace-Beltrami operator
determines the Riemannian structure of the manifold.

The Laplace-Beltrami operator satisfies h∆f, gi = hf, ∆gi which means that
it is a self-adjoint operator. This implies that all its eigenvalues are real and
L(M ) admits a complete orthonormal basis of eigenfunctions for the operator
∆ . Moreover, the Laplace-Beltrami operator is semi-positive definite and hence
its eigenvalues are all non-negative. In fact, the Spectral theorem implies that
λ0 ≤ λ1 ≤ λ2 ... ≤ λn −→ ∞. The eigenvalues {λi }∞
i=0 are called the LaplaceBeltrami-spectra and when the surface is without boundary λ0 is equal to zero
corresponding to a constant eigenfunction.
Remark 3.12. It can be shown that on M one has ∆ = −div ◦ grad.

3.3

The Laplace-Beltrami Operator on a
Triangulated 2-Manifold

The Laplace-Beltrami operator theory has many advantages. One can see from the
previous section that the definition is invariant to the Riemannaian metric and independent of the embedding the surface. Furthermore, on triangulated 2-manifold,
experiments shows that it is stable under small perturbations of the mesh and
topological noises. To approximate the smooth Laplace operator we need to introduce an appropriate discretiztion. Several discretiztion have been proposed and the
most popular one is the so called cotanent scheme [25, 68]. However, it was shown
that non of the discretiztions can simultaneously capture all desirable properties
of the smooth Laplace-Beltrami operator [94]. For instance, it is impossible to construct a discrete Laplace-Beltrami operator that is symmetric and converges to
the smooth version simultaneously. Therefore, one usually chooses a discretization
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that suits the application. For our purpose here, we need an appropriate discretiztion of the Laplacian that allows us to decompose an arbitrary scalar function on
the mesh in terms of the eigenvectors of the discrete Laplacian. We review the
methods introduced in the literature for this purpose. Finally, we will show how
the theory of Laplace-Beltrami operator can be applied to reduce the number of
critical points of a scalar function defined on a mesh.
3.3.1

Review of The Eigenvalue Problem

Let V be an inner product real-vector space. Recall that a real M matrix is symmetric if M = M T where M T is the transpose matrix of the matrix M . It is known
from linear algebra that a symmetric real matrix has only real eigenvalues. In other
words the only numbers λ that satisfy the equation M v = λv are real numbers.
Moreover, since M is a symmetric matrix then there is an orthonormal basis of
V consisting of eigenvector of M . In other words, if M is symmetric then we can
write M as follows:
T

M = QΛQ =

n
X

λi ei eTi ,

i=1

where Q is an orthogonal matrix and each column of Q is an eigenvector of M .
Moreover, Λ is a diagonal matrix whose entries are the eigenvalues of M .

We will also need to recall the generalized eigenvalue problem. A generalized
eigenvalue problem is the problem of finding a vector v that satisfies the equation
M v = λBv where M and B are matrices. If such a vector exists then it is called a
generalized eigenvector of M and B and its corresponding λ is called a generalized
eigenvalue. When the matrices M and B are symmetric and B is positive semidefinite (i.e. all its eigenvalues are non-negative) then the generalized eigenvalues
are real and if v1 and v2 are generalized eigenvectors for M and B with distinct
eigenvalues then they are B-orthogonal in the sense v1T Bv2 = 0. In other words,
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suppose that M and B are symmetric and B is positive semi-definite. Then we
can always write :
E T M E = Λ and E T BE = I.
where E := [e1 , ..., en ] is the matrix of the generalized eigenvectors of M and B
and Λ = diag(λ1 , ..., λn ) is the diagonal matrix of generalized eigenvalues of M
and B. Note that when B is equal to the identity matrix, we are back to the
standard eigenvalue problem and the inner product induced by I is the standard
inner product. The main advantage when M and B satisfy the nice conditions
above is that it is guaranteed that we have a basis of generalized eigenvectors as
well as ei Bej = δij .
3.3.2

Discretization of The Laplace-Beltrami Operator

Suppose that M is a triangulated mesh. Denote by C P L (M ) to the set of all piecewise linear functions defined on M . We can define a vector space structure on
C P L (M ) in the obvious way. Moreover, this space can be given an inner product
structure as follows.
Definition 3.13. Let [vi , vj ] be an edge in M and let wij be a constant associated
to the edge [vi , vj ]. Let f, g ∈ C P L (M ) then
hf, gi =

1
2

X

kij (f (vi ) − f (vj ))(g(vi ) − g(vj ))

[vi ,vj ]∈E(M )

defines an inner product on C P L (M ).
The choice for the constants wij usually depends on the application. These
weights have been computed to minimize the Dirichlet energy [68] and the mean
value theorem [30]. For our purpose in this chapter we will choose the so-called
cotangent weights [25, 68]. In this case wij = 12 (cot(αij ) + cot(βij )) for any interior
edge [vi , vj ], where αij , βij are the angles that are opposite to the edge [vi , vj ].
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When the edge [vj , vj ] is a boundary edge then wij = 21 cot(αij ) where αij is the
angel that is opposite to the edge [vi , vj ]. The discrete Laplace operator is defined
as follows :
Definition 3.14. The discrete Laplace operator is the linear operator
∆ : C P L (M ) −→ C P L (M )
f −→ ∆f
defined by:
X

∆f (vi ) =

wij (f (vi ) − f (vj )).

[vi ,vj ]∈E(M )

In matrix notation the discrete Laplace matrix L is given by [68] :

Lij =




wij = 21 (cot(αij ) + cot(βij )) i 6= j

P

−

k∈N (i)

wik

i=j

where N (i) is the set of all indices of the vertices incident to vi . The matrix L
is one of the earliest geometric methods to discretize the Laplace-Beltrami operator [68]. However, the problem with the matrix L is that weights wij depends
on the mesh sampling. A refinement for this discretization was proposed by [18]
where they defined the Laplace-Beltrami operator on a triangulated mesh to be
the linear operator given via the matrix L̃ := D−1 L where D := diag(d1 , ..., dV ) is
P
the diagonal matrix whose entries are defined by di := 31 T ∈N (i) Area(T ). Here
Area(T ) refers to the area of the triangle T . The matrix D is called the diagonal
mass matrix. However, since di may vary from a vertex to another then the matrix
L̃ may not be a symmetric matrix and the eigenvalues are not guaranteed to be
real. Although L̃ is not symmetric, it is similar to a symmetric matrix [50] :
L̃ = D−1 L = D−1/2 D−1/2 LD−1/2 D1/2 = D−1/2 OD1/2
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Since the symmetric matrix O = D−1/2 LD1/2 is similar to the matrix L̃ then they
both have the same real eigenvalues. Furthermore, if wi is an eigenvector for O
then ui := D−1/2 wi satisfies:
L̃ui = D−1/2 OD1/2 D−1/2 wi = D−1/2 Owi = λi D−1/2 wi = λi D−1/2 D1/2 ui = λi ui
and hence ui is an eigenvector for L̃. So one may consider solving the eigenvectors
of the matrix O [50]. However, this method is not stable and it is not preferred
in practice. Alternatively, one considers the generalized eigenvalue problem of the
matrices L and D. In other words, we look at the the problem Lφ = λDφ. Note
here that L is a symmetric matrix and D is a symmetric positive-definite matrix.
As we mentioned earlier this system admits a complete set of generalized eigenvec|V |−1

tor {φ}i=0 that are orthogonal with respect to the inner product hf, giD := f T Dg.

Another method suggested in the literature is the discrete FEM Laplacian. In
this method we consider the the generalized eigensystem of L and B where B is
the FEM mass matrix [72, 91] defined by:



1

(Area(Ta )) + Area(Tb )) j ∈ N (i),

12



P
Bij = 1
i = j,
k∈T (i) Area(Tk )
6






0
else,
here Ta and Tb are the triangles opposite to the edge [vi , vj ] and T (i) is the set of
indices of the triangles that are incident to the vertex i. Note that if FEM mass
matrix is lumped ( add all the entries in each row to the diagonal element ) then
it becomes equal to diagonal mass matrix D [91]. Furthermore, if B = I then we
obtain the discrete Laplace operator with cotangent weight.
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Alternatively, the generalized eigensystem L and D̂mixed can also be considered,
where D̂mixed = diag(Amixed (v1 ), ...Amixed (vV )) and Amixed (vi ) is a surface area
around the vertex vi given in the following algorithm [57]:
Algorithm 1 Computing Amixed (vi )
Let Amixed (vi ) = 0
For each face F incident to the vertex vi :
If F is not an obtuse triangle then
Amixed (v) = Amixed (v) + 81 (cot θij ||(vi − vj )||2 + cot βik ||(vi − vk )||2 )
Else if the obstuse angle is at vertex v then Amixed (vi ) = Amixed (vi ) + 21 A(F )
Else Amixed (vi ) = Amixed (vi ) + 41 A(F )
Instead of solving the spectrum of the generalized eigensystem Lv = λDv, Levy
[48] considers solving the the eigensystem Sv = λv where S is the symmetric
matrix 12 (L̃ + L̃T ).
3.3.3

Eigenfunctions of the Laplacian

We are interested in the eigenvectors of the Laplacian for mainly two reasons. The
first reason is that they provide a natural set of scalar functions on the mesh that
have many desirable geometric properties such as :
1. The eigenvectors of the Laplacian are invariant to various transformations
and small topological changes.
2. In many cases the isolines of the eigenvectors follow the curvature of the
surface.
3. The critical points of these scalar functions coincide with the feature and/or
symmetric points on the surface.
4. They can be used to study the symmetry of surfaces.
Figure 3.1 shows the first 8 eigenvectors of the system L and D̂mixed on a genus
zero surface. Notice that the first non-constant eigenvector follows the geometry
of the surface. This seems to be generally the case on a genus zero surface.
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FIGURE 3.1. Eigenfunction of the Laplacian of genus zero surface.

Figure 3.2 shows the first 16 eigenvectors of the system L and D̂mixed . Notice
how the eigenfunctions are symmetric reflecting the symmetry of the surface itself.

FIGURE 3.2. The first generalized eigenvectors using the system L and D̂mixed .

It is not always true that the first non-constant eigenvector provides a good
geometrically desirable scalar field. This is particularly noticeable for higher genus
surfaces. Figure 3.3 shows the first eigenvectors of the system L and D̂mixed on a
higher genus surface. Note that the eigenfunctions 12 and 13 represent the symmetry and the geometry of the mesh better than any other eigenvector shown in
Figure3.3. The second reason for our interest in the eigenvectors of the Laplacian
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FIGURE 3.3. Eigenfunction of the Laplacian of a higher genus surface.

in this chapter is that they can be used to reduce the number of undesirable critical
points of a scalar function. This is the subject of the next section.
3.3.4

Smoothing Scalar Function Using the Laplace-Beltrami
Operator

Let M be a triangulated 2-manifold. Consider the problem of having a scalar
function f on M with many undesirable critical points. The theory of the LaplaceBeltrami operator that we introduced earlier can be used to obtain a smooth version
|V|−1

of f as follows. Let B := {φi }i=0

be the set of of eigenvectors of the discrete

Laplace-Beltrami operator of the mesh M . Recall here that the eigenvectors are
ordered according to the increasing values of their corresponding eigenvalues. In
other words, eigenvectors with higher eigenvalues have higher index i. Since B is
an orthonormal basis then :
|V|−1

f=

X

αi φi

(3.4)

i=0

where αi =< φi , f >. Now the idea is that the frequency of eigenfunction φi
increases with the index i. Assuming that the noisy part of a scalar function lies
in the high frequency terms of the summation 3.4, we can reconstruct a smoothed
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version fˆ of f by approximating the summation with the first m eigenvectors where
m < |V| − 1. This has the effect of smoothing the function f and getting ride of
unnecessary critical points in of the scalar function f . This idea has been used
by [91] to smooth the geometry of the mesh. In other words, the abstract scalar
function f is replaced by the coordinates x y and z of the vertices of the mesh.
Figure 3.4 shows a scalar function with multiple critical points on the right and
a an approximation of this scalar function with the first 8 eigenfunctions of the
system L and D̂mixed specified above.

FIGURE 3.4. A noisy function f and its smoothed version fˆ.

Figure 3.5 shows also the same idea on a different model.

FIGURE 3.5. A noisy function f and its smoothed version fˆ.

Even though smoothing a function using this method is very effective but computing the eigenvectors of a large mesh is expensive computationally. For details
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about the numerical and computational issue see [50]. In the next section we will
study a cheap alternative method for the spectral method.

3.4

Heat Diffusion Equation

The heat equation studies the propagation of heat along a certain domain. Let M
be a Riemannian manifold. The heat function u : M × R+ −→ R is by definition
the solution of the heat diffusion equation :



∆u(x, t) =

∂
u(x, t)
∂t

x ∈ M, t ∈ R.



u(x, 0) = h(x)
The value u(x, t) represents the heat at point x and time t. The heat equation
plays a fundamental role in geometric processing [86]. The solution for the heat
equation can be written from the convolution of the heat kernel and the function
h:

Z
K(x, y, t)h(y)dM (y)

u(x, t) =

(3.5)

M

where K(x, y, t) is the heat diffusion kernel :
K(x, y, t) =

∞
X

e−λi t φi (x)φi (y)

(3.6)

i=0

and this yields easily :
u(x, t) =

∞
X

< h, φi > e−λi t φi (x)

(3.7)

i=0

Even though we can use the previous formula in practice to smooth a scalar
function h in order to remove unwanted critical points but this method is not
fundamentally different from the method we introduced in the last section. Let
ux (t) := u(x, t) and consider the approximation of

∂ux (t)
∂t

∂ux (t)
ux (t + h) − ux (t)
'
.
∂t
h
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:

This yields :
ux (t + h) = ux (t) + h∆ux (t)

(3.8)

Many variation of this formula have been proposed. In particular, one can alternatively solve the more stable implicit Euler integration system :
(Id − hL)ux (t + h) = ux (h)

(3.9)

Equations 3.8 and 4.15 have been employed in computer graphics for mesh smoothing [87, 18]. For our purpose, we use systems 3.8 and 4.15 in order to remove
unwanted critical point of f and obtained a smoothed version of f . For instance,
in Figure 3.6 we have a function f : M −→ R defined on the female model and
appears on the right hand side of the Figure. We applied the smoothing operation
3.8 on the function f twenty times with h = 0.5 and we obtain the scalar function in the middle which has critical points at better location than the initial f .
Applying the smoothing operation 3.8 the scalar function converges to a function
that matches the geometry of the mesh. One can obtain similar results using the
the implicit system 4.15.

FIGURE 3.6. Smoothing a function using the heat diffusion equation.
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Chapter 4
Geometry and Symmetry Aware Scalar
Functions on Triangulated 2-Manifolds
4.1

Introduction

Many problems in computer graphics benefit from solving certain scalar function
on a mesh. This includes shape approximation [13], skeletonization [5, 79], surface
quadrangulation [22, 23, 15], mesh editing [98], shape analysis [?], mesh reconstruction [43], shape matching [64], cutting a surface into a disk [?], extracting feature
lines on a mesh [75], symmetry detection [44, 93] and many other applications. In
this chapter we give multiple methods to construct scalar functions on triangulated
2-manifolds such that these functions have desirable geometric properties. By the
term desirable we mean one or more of the following properties :
1. The isolines of the scalar function are shape-aware in the sense that they
follow one of the principal directions of the surface.
2. The critical points of the scalar function coincide with feature or the symmetry points on the surface.
3. If the surface has some sort of symmetry then the scalar field also inherits
the symmetry of the surface.
4. Minimal user input. In fact, our methods require no user input or an input
one initial condition.
In this chapter we review several geometry and symmetry aware scalar functions,
suggest multiple improvements to existing methods and we give new constructions
for such functions. For each one of the scalar functions we list here we pay particular attention to keep the configuration of the set of critical points of the scalar
function is optimal. These scalar functions can be applied in many areas in ge-
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ometric processing such as parametrization, shape analysis, symmetry detection
and segmentation. In particular a desirable Morse scalar function is a fundamental
task for any algorithm that uses Morse theory. Our work utilizes heavily the theory
of the Laplace-Beltrami operator to design a scalar function on mesh:
1. One can use the eigenfunctions of the Laplacian to obtain scalar functions
that are isometry invariant. This means that they have intrinsic symmetry [44, 65] with respect to the surface as well as the distribution of their
critical points on the surface. We give new families of such symmetric functions and we show how to make existing symmetric fields in the literature
more robust with respect to the configuration of their critical points on the
manifold. In particular we also introduce the Modified Heat Kernel Signature and the Modified Auto Diffusion Function, which are parameterized
families of isometry invariant scalar functions that generalize Heat Kernel
Signature [86] and Auto Diffusion Function [31] respectively.
2. We use the biharmonic [53] distance to study the average geodesic distance,
or AGD, function on the manifold [36]. The AGD function has been proven
to have intrinsic symmetry [44] but it has only been studied in the context of
Dijkstra’s algorithm geodesic distance function which has many drawbacks.
We show how that by using the nice properties of the biharmonic one can
gain many desirable properties that were not available with the Dijkstra’s
algorithm geodesic distance function.
3. Poisson fields on meshes [23] have been used to obtain a geometry aware
scalar functions. We show that the discrete conformal factor [8, 9] can be
used for the same purpose and propose a robust modification for the discrete
conformal factor solution suggested in [8]. The proposed method make the
discrete conformal factor more suitable for applications such as parametriza-
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tion, segmentation and Morse theory analysis. Furthermore, we also demonstrate that the heat kernel map suggested in [64] can be used for similar
purposes.

4.2

Poisson Equation on a Smooth Surface

The Poisson equation on Riemannian surface (M, g) is given by:
Lf = ∇.X
where L is the Laplace-Beltrami operator and V is a vector field on X. The vector
field X is usually called the guidance vector field. The reason for this name is the
following. The Poisson equation is actually equivalent to the minimization problem:
Z
|∇f − X|dM,

min
f

M

which means intuitively that the solution f for the Poisson equation Lf = ∇.X
is the function f whose gradient ∇f is as close as possible to the guidance vector
field X.

We are interested here in solving such an equation with Dirichlet boundary
condition. In order to be able to solve such equation on a triangulated mesh one
needs to make sense of the divergence and gradient operators. This is the purpose
of the next section.

4.3

The Poisson Equation on a Triangulated
2-Manifold

In this section we study the Poisson equation on a triangulated 2-manifold. For
this purpose, we need to make sense of the following two operations on a mesh M :
1. Given a piece-wise linear function f : M −→ R how can we calculate ∇f the
gradient of f ?
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2. Given a vector field X : F(M ) −→ R3 , what is the appropriated definition
of div X ?
The previous two questions are addressed in the literature [68, 69]. Moreover the
discrete divergence and the gradient operators are consistent with the discrete
Laplace-Beltrami operator on a triangulated in the sense that the equation ∆ =
−div ◦ grad holds on a triangulated 2-manifold.
4.3.1

The Gradient of a PL Function

We first calculate the gradient of a PL function defined on a single face and then we
use this to define the gradient of a function defined on any triangulated 2-manifold.
Lemma 4.1. [68] Let f : F −→ R be a piece-wise linear function defined on a
face F = [v1 , v2 , v3 ] via the values f (vi ), i = 1, 2, 3. Let Ei be the counterclockwise
oriented edge opposite to the vertex vi . Then the gradient of f is a constant and
tangential vector on F given by :
3
1 X
−
grad f = ∇f =
f (vi )||Ei ||→
ui
2AF i=1

(4.1)

where ui is is a unit vector perpendicular to the edge Ei and oriented so that it
vi

Ei−1

∇Bi+1 Ei+1

∇Bi−1

αi

∇Bi

vi+1

βi
Ei

vi−1

FIGURE 4.1. The gradients of hat functions of triangle.

points into the face F . Moreover, ui =

1
(Ei+1
||Ei ||

cot αi − Ei−1 cot βi ) where αi and

βi are the angles on both sides of the edge Ei , αi is the angle opposite the edge Ei+1
and βi is the angle opposite to the edge Ei−1 .
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Proof. Let r be an arbitrary point inside the triangle F . Then r can be written as
r = B1 (r)v1 + B2 (r)v2 + B3 (r)v3 .
where Bi : F −→ R is the hat function on the vertex vi defined by Bi (vj ) = δij for
i, j = 1, 2, 3. Hence any the function f has the form:

f (r) =

3
X

f (vi )Bi (r)

(4.2)

i=1

Now the barycentric coordinate Bi is given by the ratio Bi =
1
h ||Ei ||.
2 i

Ai
AF

where Ai =

See Figure 4.2. Since AF and ||Ei || are invariant for the same face F ,
vi

Ei−1

Ei+1
hi
u~i

Ai

vi+1

Ei

vi−1

FIGURE 4.2. Barycentric coordinates.

then Bi is a function of hi . Hence
 ||E ||
d  hi ||Ei || →
i →
−
−
u =
ui
∇Bi =
dhi 2AF
2AT

(4.3)

−
where →
ui is a unit vector perpendicular to the vector Ei and oriented so that it
points into the the face F . Now equation (4.2) implies :
∇f =

3
X

∇Bi f (vi ),

i=1

−
Hence (4.1) follows. For the second part of the Lemma, choosing →
ui =
Ei
,
||Ei ||

Ei−1 ×Ei
||Ei−1 ×Ei ||

×

equation (4.3) becomes:
∇Bi =

1 Ei−1 × Ei
× Ei
2AF ||Ei−1 × Ei ||
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(4.4)

However,
Ei−1 × Ei
hEi , Ei i Ei−1 + hEi , Ei−1 i Ei
× Ei = −
||Ei−1 × Ei ||
||Ei−1 × Ei ||
hEi , Ei i Ei−1 − hEi , Ei−1 i Ei−1 + hEi , Ei−1 i Ei−1 + hEi , Ei−1 i Ei
= −
||Ei−1 × Ei ||
− hEi , Ei+1 i Ei−1 + hEi , Ei−1 i Ei+1
=
||Ei−1 × Ei ||
hEi , Ei+1 i Ei−1 hEi , Ei−1 i Ei+1
= −
+
||Ei × Ei+1 ||
||Ei−1 × Ei ||
Since the cotangent of an angel between two vectors v and w is equal to

hv,wi
||v×w|| ,

Ei−1 × Ei
× Ei = (cot α)Ei+1 − (cot β)Ei−1 .
||Ei−1 × Ei ||

then
(4.5)

The result follows.

Now suppose that M is a triangulated 2-manifold and f : M −→ R is a PL
function. Then ∇f is a vector field ∇f : F(M ) −→ R3 assigns to every face F in
F(M ) a vector defined as in the previous Lemma.
4.3.2

The Divergence Operator on a Triangulated 2-Manifold

As for the the divergence of a vector field X defined on the faces of a triangulated
mesh. We need a definition that is consistent with the definition of the discrete
Laplacian that we gave in the previous chapter. In other words, we need to define
an operator div X : M −→ R such that ∆f = div ∇f for any scalar function f
on M . Such a definition of the divergence operator was actually given in [69] and
it is explicitly given by :
div X(vi ) =

1 X
cot θj1 hej1 , Xj i + cot θj2 hej2 , Xj i ,
2
j∈F (i)

where F (i) is the set of indices of all faces that are incident to the vertex vi , ej1 , ej2
are the two vectors in face j that contain the vertex vi and θj1 , θj2 are the angles
that are opposite the the edges ej1 and ej2 respectively. See Figure 4.3.
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θj1

θj2
Xj

ej2

e j1

vi
FIGURE 4.3. Computing the divergence at vertex vi

4.3.3

The Poisson Equation With Dirichet Boundary Condition on a
Triangulated 2-Manifold

The Poisson equation with Dirichlet boundary condition is given by :
∆f = h,

f (vi ) = ci where vi ∈ VC

(4.6)

where VC ⊂ V is a set of constrained vertices and h : M −→ R is a known
function. The cardinality of the set VC must be at least 1 in order for system (4.6)
to have a unique solution. Using the the discrete operators we defined earlier the
Poisson equation can be easily solved on a triangulated 2-manifold. Indeed, on a
triangulated 2-manifold, solving the piece-wise linear function f in equation (4.6)
is equivalent to solving the sparse linear system
Af = b
where

Aij =




δij

vi ∈ VC



Lij

else

(4.7)

and b is the vector defined by :

bi =




c i

vi ∈ VC



h(vi ) else
In the literature Poisson equation has many application. This includes quadratic
meshing [23], hole-filling [101], skeletonization [77], and mesh editing [84]. With the
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approportae choice of g we can use the Poisson equation for our purpose. Indeed,
the solution f of Poisson equation gives us a scalar field whose level sets follow
one of the principal curvatures of the manifold. In [23] Dong and et al. suggested
using the following Poisson equation to obtain such a scalar field :
∆f (v) = κ(v) where f (vsource ) = c

(4.8)

where κ(v) is the mean curvature at the vertex v:
κ(vi ) =

1
4Amixed (vi )

X

(cot θij + cot βij )||(vi − vj )||

(4.9)

j∈N (i)

here the angles are given in Figure 4.4
vj

βij

vi

θij

FIGURE 4.4. The angles θij and βij .

and Amixed (vi ) is the surface mixed area around the vertex vi [57]. See for the
algorithm to compute Amixed (vi ). Figure 4.5 shows examples of solutions of Poisson
solution obtained from the system 4.8.
4.3.4

Unit Gradient Scalar Fields

Suppose that we are given a scalar function f : M −→ R on a triangulated mesh M .
We are interested in finding a function g whose gradient has constant magnitude
on the entire mesh and whose isolines are parallel to those of the function f . Such
a scalar function can be obtained as follows:
1. Compute X =

grad f
.
||grad f ||
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FIGURE 4.5. Examples of Poisson fields.

2. Solve the Poisson equation ∆g = div X
The previous algorithm works on any generic function f such that the gradient of
f makes sense. An example of such a procedure is illustrated in Figure 4.6. The
the left model in the figure shows a solution for a scalar function f obtained as a
Poisson equation ∆f = κ where we choose the constrained vertex to be the top
of the head of the model. The model on the right hand side shows the function g
obtained as we explained above in steps 1 and 2. Here the constrained vertex is
the same also the top of the head of the model.

FIGURE 4.6. Obtaining a unit gradient scalar field.
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Solving the system ∆g = div X with g(vsource ) = c usually yields new critical
points on the the vertex vsource that did not exist in the original solution f , see
Figure 4.7. These critical points can be removed using the techniques we introduced
in the previous chapter or simply we can set g(vsource ) to be very large negative
number. This has the effect of ”absorbing” the extra critical points around the
vertex vsource .

FIGURE 4.7. Fields f (left) and g (right) share same critical points except at vsource .

4.4

Discrete Conformal Factors

Recall that the discrete Gaussian curvature at a vertex v on triangulated 2-manifold
M is given by :

kv =



P

2π −

f ∈F (v)

αvfi


P

f
π −
f ∈F (v) αvi

vi ∈ V\B
vi ∈ B

where B is the set of boundary vertices in the mesh M . The following definition
is suggested by [8].
Definition 4.2. Let K orig = (kvi ) be the vector of the Gaussian curvature of the
vertices V = {vi }ni=1 of the mesh M and let A be the matrix 4.7. The discrete
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conformal factor, or DKF, is the solution f for the following linear system:
Af = K T − K orig

(4.10)

where K T = (kvTi ) is an n vector of the target Gaussian curvatures of the vertices
of the mesh [8] :

kvTi = (

1
3

X

v∈V(M )

P
f ∈Fv Area(f )
kv ) P
f ∈F Area(f )

(4.11)

The discrete conformal factor has applications in parameterization [9] and in
shape characterization [8] and many other applications. Notice again that the
system 4.11 requires choosing one constrained vertex in order to have a unique
solution. We suggest a modification of the target Gaussian curvature as follows:

kvMi T = (

X

kv )Amixed (vi )

(4.12)

v∈V(M )

We call this curvature the modified target Gaussian Curvature, and we call the
solution of the system Af = K M T − K orig the modified discrete conformal factor
or MDCF. In our experimentation we found that the MDCF factor has better
geometric properties that the DKF. For instance, the number of the critical points
is for the MDCF is less than the number of critical points on for the DCF and the
distribution of the critical points of the MDCF follows in general the geometry of
the shape better in the case of DCF. See Figure 4.8.
A more obvious comparison between the critical points of the two functions is
given in Figure 4.9.
On surfaces with higher genus M DCF still gives results that are comparable
with with the Poisson field. However, the DCF did not give us very good results
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FIGURE 4.8. DCF (left) and M DCF (right)

FIGURE 4.9. DCF (left) and M DCF (right)

4.5

Harmonic Functions

In many applications in computer graphics one needs to design a scalar function
that has local extrema only on a specific set of points on the manifold. One can
obtain such a function as a solution for the Laplace equation subject to Dirichlet
boundary condition. More precisely, we are seeking a scalar function f which satisfies the Laplace equation ∆f = 0 subject to the Dirichlet boundary conditions
f (vi ) = ci for all vi ∈ VC . Here VC ⊂ V is a set of constrained vertices and ci are
known scalar values providing the boundary conditions. This system has a unique
solution provided |VC | ≥ 2. Furthermore, the solution for such a system has an
important property that it has no local extrema other than the constrained vertices. This property is usually called the maximum principle [74]. Designing such a
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FIGURE 4.10. DCF (left) and M DCF (right).

function is possible in practice. Recall that on triangulated mesh M the standard
discrtization for the Laplacian operator at a vertex vi is given by :
∆f (vi ) =

X

wij (f (vj ) − f (vi )),

[vi ,vj ]∈M

where wij is a scalar weight assigned to the edge [vi , vj ] such that

P

[vi ,vj ]∈M

w,j = 1.

Choosing the weights wij such that wij > 0 for all edges [vi , vj ] will guarantee the
solution has no local extrema other than at constrained vertices VC [30]. These
conditions are satisfied by the mean value weights:
wij =

tan(θij /2) + tan(φij /2)
,
||vj − vi ||

where the angles θij and φij are the angles on either sides of the edge [vi , vj ] at
the vertex vi . Mean value weights are used to approximate harmonic map and
they have the advantage that they are always non-negative which prevents any
introduction of extrema on non-constrained vertices in the solution of the Laplace
equation specified above. On the other hand, the cotangent weights may become
negative in presence of oblique triangles and this can produce local extrema on
non-constrained vertices.
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Harmonic maps are excellent source of scalar functions on surfaces. The main
disadvantage of using harmonic functions is that one needs to specify the initial
conditions manually. Even though there are multiple methods to semi-automate
selecting the constrained vertices [23, 5], these methods do not always produce
optimal results and might product critical points at undesired locations. On the
other hand, in certain applications one might need a scalar function with certain
properties that harmonic functions are the most natural class of functions that
satisfy such properties. In Chapter 5 we will see that one of our pants decomposition
algorithms rely on having a scalar function that has precisely one global minimum
and one global maximum. Such a function can be obtained as a solution for Laplace
equation with mean value weights and with only two constrained vertices VC =
{vmin , vmax } such that f (vmin ) < f (vmax ).

4.6

The Eigenfunctions of The Laplacian

The eigenfunctions of the Laplacian that we studied in the previous chapter provide
excellent source of scalar functions that have many desirable geometric features.
The first few eigenfunctions are particularly useful. Figure 4.12 shows the first two
non-trivial eigenfunctions on a genus 2 surface as well as their critical points.

FIGURE 4.11. The first two eigenvectors of the Laplacian.
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For instance, the first non-trivial, eigenfunction seems to produce very similar
to the Poisson field especially on genus-zero surfaces. This eigenfunction, called
Fiedler vector [28, 29] , has many applications in graph theory as well as in computer graphics [37, 61]. This is however not always the case for higher genus

FIGURE 4.12. The Fiedler vector on a genus zero surface.

surfaces the most natural scalar functions usually correspond to eigenfunctions
with higher eigenvalues. For instance the eigenfunctions that are shown in Figure
4.13 are φ13 and φ14 of this model.

FIGURE 4.13. Higher eigenfunctions on a surface with high genus.

4.7

The Heat Kernal Map

The heat kernel map of an orientable, closed Riemannian manifold M , a source
point p ∈ M and a parameter t ∈ R+ is the scalar function :
Φp,t : M −→ R
x −→ Φp,t (x) = K(p, x, t)
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where K(p, x, t) is the heat diffusion kernel. This map was introduced in [64] for
the purpose of matching between two surfaces. For us this function gives us tparametrized family of scalar functions that has desirable geometric and analytic
features. For instance, for a relatively large t this function has properties similar
to the Poisson and discrete conformal factors scalar fields. However, due to the
nice properties of the eigenfunctions of the Laplacian this function often does not
require postprocessing like the Poisson and the discrete conformal factor functions.
As mentioned in the definition of this function, one also needs to specify a source
point for heat kernel map. This point should be chosen to be a point of symmetry
or a feature point if one needs to obtain a desirable scalar field. For instance
Figure4.14 shows the function Φp,2 on a genus zero mesh where p is chosen to be
the highest point on the head of the model. On the other hand, this function along

FIGURE 4.14. The scalar function Φp,2 .

with the Poisson field and the scalar conformal factors do not always produce good
results on high genus symmetric meshes. To fix this for the heat kernel map one
can add multiple heat kernel maps each one with a different source point. More
precisely, let p1 , .., pk be points on the manifold M and let t ∈ R+ define the
multi-source heat kernel map to be the summation:
M HKMp1 ,...,pk ,t =

k
X
i=1
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Φ(pi , t)

Choosing the points p1 , ..., pk to be points of symmetry in the manifold yields a
scalar function with symmetric features. See Figure 4.15 for an example of the field
MHKM calculated with 4 points of symmetry. The same idea can be applied to the

FIGURE 4.15. The field MHKM calculated with 4 points of symmetry.

Poisson field and the discrete conformal factors. This method however, suffers from
the fact that one needs to select the symmetry points manually. In the following
two sections we give several scalar functions that do not have this drawback.

4.8

Average Geodesic Distance

Another scalar function that exhibits desirable geometric and symmetric properties
is the average distance function. On a Riemannian manifold (M, g) the average
distance function is defined by :
Z
AD(p) :=

distance(p, q)dM (q)

(4.13)

M

where distance : M × M −→ R+ is a metric function defined on M . The most
popular distance function is the geodesic distance, or the Riemannian distance, inherited from the Riemannain structure. We will denote to this Riemannian distance
by dg . The metric dg measures the length of shortest path on a surface between two
points. We will refer to the function 4.13 by the average geodesic distance when
we talk about distance = dg and we will denote to it by AGD.
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On triangulated 2-manifold M the average distance function can be defined
by [36]
AD(w) =

X

distance(w, v)Area(v)

(4.14)

v∈V(M )

where Area(v) is defined to be the 1/3 of the area of 1-ring neighborhood around v,
P
namely : 31 f ∈Fv A(f ) or we can choose Area(v) to be Amixed (v) which is defined
in 4.3.3. As mentioned above, the most interesting distance functions are the ones
geodesic distances. For this reason, one a triangulated mesh many algorithms were
proposed in the literature to compute the function dg accurately with a high level
of accuracy [80, 39, 45]. The most common choice for to approximate the geodesic
distance seems to be the Dijkstra’s algorithm based on edge length.

The function 4.13 can be modified so that it is scaling invariant [36]. The main
advantage of this function over the Poisson field is that we do not ask the user
here to specify any point as an input. However, the AGD based on Dijkstra’s
algorithm is in general non-smooth and it has many undesirable critical points.
See Figure 4.16. For this reason we propose the average geodesic distance based
on the biharmonic distance proposed by [53].

FIGURE 4.16. The field AGD and its critical points.
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|V|−1

Definition 4.3. Let M be a triangulated 2-manifold and let {λi }i=0

be the set
|V|−1

of generalized eigenvalues of discrete Laplace-Beltrami operator and {φ}i=0

the

corresponding eigenvectors. The discrete biharmonic distance between the vertices
x and y on the mesh M is defined by :
v
u|V|−1
u X (φ (x) − φ (y))2
i
i
dB (x, y) := t
.
2
λi
i=1

(4.15)

Biharmonic distance enjoys many good properties that one wants a distance
function to have. For instance, it is smooth everywhere except at the source point.
We will denote the average geodesic obtained using the distance dB by AGDBH .

Other related distance functions are diffusion distance and commute-time distance [97]. However, as demonstrated in [53] biharmonic distance enjoys better
properties so we will focus our study on this function.

In practice we approximate the summation 4.15 by considering the first few
eigenvectors since the higher eigenvectors do not contribute to the summation
significantly since we are dividing by λ2k . Recall here that the higher the index k
the larger the eigenvalue λk . In fact, λk grows linearly in k [10]. Figure 4.17 shows
the function AGDBH approximated with 6 eigenvectors.
In fact, if we consider approximating the summation 4.15 with the Fiedler vector
then AGDBH can be approximated by :
AGDBH (w) '

X

|φ1 (v) − φ1 (w)|Area(v)

(4.16)

v∈V(M )

Even with one eigenfunction the AGDBH gives very good result. See Figure 4.18.
However, the number of critical points is significantly lower when considering more
eigenvectors.
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FIGURE 4.17. The field AGDBH approximated by 6 eigenvectors.

FIGURE 4.18. The field AGDBH approximated the Fiedler vector.

The average geodesic distance function is particularly a natural choice on manifolds that have some sort of symmetry into them [44]. We will talk in more details
and give precise notion of what we mean by symmetry of a scalar field in section
4.9. See Figure 4.19.

4.9

Isometry Invariant Scalar Functions

The fact that the function AGD captures the symmetry in the geometry in Figure
4.19 is not a coincidence. The scalar function AGD is in fact an isometry invariant
scalar function [44]. This explains the symmetry of this scalar functions. There are
other scalar functions on Riemannian surfaces that have been proven to be isometry
invariant. Examples are : Minimal Geodesic Distance function (MGD) [44], the
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FIGURE 4.19. The field AGDBH respects the geometry of the manifold.

Heat Kernel Signature (HKS) [86], the Wave Kernel Signature (WKS) [4], and the
Auto Diffusion Function (ADF) [31]. Using on the spectral theory of the LaplaceBeltrami operator, Wang et el [93] proposed a set of isometry invariant functions
that can be considered as a generalization for the signatures M GD, W KS and
ADF . In this section we review all these functions and we show how to make write
them to obtain a more robust results in regard of the distribution of their critical
points. We also introduce the Modified Heat Kernel Signature and the Modified
Auto Diffusion Function, which are parameterized families of isometry invariant
scalar functions that generalize Heat Kernel Signature and Auto Diffusion Function
respectively.
Definition 4.4. Let M and N be a metric space with metrics dM and dN respectively. An onto map T : M −→ N is called an isometry if it satisfies :
dM (p, q) = dN (T (p), T (q))

(4.17)

for all p, q ∈ M .
The set of self-isometries on a metric space M forms a group called the group
of isometry. We will denote this group by G(M ). On the other hand, an isometry
between Two Riemannian manifold (M, g) and (N, h) is a diffeomorphism T :
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M −→ N such that T ∗ g = h. If such a function T exists and if dM and dN are
the distance functions induced by the Riemannian structures g and h respectively
then dM (x, y) = dN (T (x), T (y)) and hence (M, dM ) and (N, dN ) are isometric as
metric spaces. The following interesting theorem shows that the converse is also
true [62].
Theorem 4.5. (Myers-Steenrod) Let (M, g) and (N, h) be Riemannian manifolds
and let dM and dN be the metric functions induced by the Riemannian metric g
and h. If T : M −→ N is an onto map that satisfies dM (p, q) = dN (T (p), T (q)),
then T is a Riemanian isometry, it particular it is smooth.
The previous theorem shows that group of Riemannian isoemtries on a Riemannian manifold (M, g) coincides with the group of isometries on the metric space
(M, d) where d is the metric induced by the Riemannian metric g. For this reason
we will not distinguish between these two groups. Now we define scalar functions
that are invariant under the action of the group G(M ).
Definition 4.6. Let M be a metric space and let f : M −→ R be a scalar function
defined on M . A scalar function f : M −→ R is called isometry invariant over M
if for every T ∈ G(M )
f ◦ T = f.
In the context of computer graphics such functions are studied in [65, 44]. The
following simple properties can be proven easily.
1. Constant functions on a manifold are isometry invariant.
2. If f is isometry invariant and c ∈ R then c.f is also an isometry invariant .
3. If f, g are isometry invariants then f.g and f /g(g 6= 0) are isometry invariant.
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The previous properties shows that the set of all isometry invariant scalar functions on a manifold is an algebra over R.

As we mentioned in the introduction of this section, there are other many scalar
function in the literature that have been proven to be isometry invariant such
as Minimal Geodesic Distance function (MGD) [44], the Heat Kernal Signature
(HKS) [86], the Wave Kernel Signature (WKS) [4], and the Auto Diffusion Function (ADF) [31]. Of particular interest to us is the work of Wang et el [93] who
recently proposed a family of isometry invariant functions, using the theory of
Laplace-Beltrami operator. This isometry invariant family of scalar functions can
be considered as a generalization for the functions AGD, HKS and ADF. We talk
about this method briefly here.
4.9.1

Spectral Isometry Invariant Functions Via the Laplace-Beltrami
Operator

On closed Riemmannain manifold the following theorem provides us with a countable family of isometry invariant functions [93].
Theorem 4.7. Let (M, g) be closed Riemannian manifold. Let λi be an eigenvalue
for the Laplace-Beltrami operator on M with a k−dimensional eigenfunction space.
If {φij }kj=1 is an orthogonal basis of the corresponding eigenspace of λi then the
scalar function defined by :
fi =

k
X

φ2ij

(4.18)

j=1

is isometry invariant on M .
See Figure 4.20 for an example of such scalar field on high genus surface.
Recall that HKS [86] is given by :
HKSt =

∞
X
i=1
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e−λi t φ2j .

(4.19)

FIGURE 4.20. Isometry invariant fields obtained from theorem 4.7.

Here t ∈ [0, ∞). Moreover, the ADF [31] is given by :
ADFt =

∞
X

λ

e

−t λ i

1

φ2j

(4.20)

i=1

Since the set of all isometry invariant scalar functions forms an algebra over R
then by theorem 4.7 one can see that any linear combinations of the functions fi
described in theorem 4.7 is an isometry invariant over M . Hence, in particular,
the functions ADFt and HKSt are isometry invariant. In our experimentation
we have found that AGDBH gives better result with respect to the symmetry of
critical points than the ADFt and HKSt . Moreover, Poisson fields do not always
give desirable scalar fields on symmetric high genus surfaces. See Figure 4.22 for
a comparison between AGDBH , ADF0.5 approximated by 6 eigenvectors and the
Poisson field on a high genus surface.

FIGURE 4.21. From left to right, AGDBH , ADF0.5 and a Poisson field.
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In the next section explain why we have the problem in regard with the critical
points of the scalar functions ADF and HKS in Figure4.22. We also give two
isometry invariant families of scalar functions that generalize the functions ADF
and HKS.
4.9.2

Modified Auto Diffusion and Heat Signature Functions

In practice, the computed eigenvalues for the Laplacian are very rarely exactly
equal. For this reason we consider a sequence of eigenvalues λi , ..., λi+k to be the
same eigenvalue λi if the difference |λi − λi+j | <  for all 1 < j ≤ k and a
sufficiently small . For each , this defines an equivalence relation on the set of
eigenvalues of the Laplacian. Denote by λ̄i to the equivalence class that contains
λi , ..., λi+k . The value of the class λ̄i is by definition λi . Denote by Λ to the set
of equivalence classes of eigenvalues of the Laplacian. The eigenvalue classes of Λ
can be ordered as λ̄i1 < λ̄i2 < ... < λ¯in < .... For simplicity of the notation set
ηj = λ̄ij . In simple words, Λ is the set consisting of distinct ordered eigenvalues
η1 < η2 < .... < ηn < .... of the Laplacian.

Using this convention and the notation 4.18, we rewrite the equations 4.19 and
4.20 as follows :
HKSt =

∞
X

e−ηi t fi ,

(4.21)

i=1

and
ADFt =

∞
X

η

−t η i

e

1

fi .

(4.22)

i=1

While this seems just a different way to write the same function, but the fact
that we combined terms in this manner has the the following practical advantage.
In practice we usually approximate the summation 4.19 or similarly 4.20, with a
k terms where k < |V − 1|. However, this truncation is far from ideal since this
truncated summation is not necessarily an isometry invariant scalar function. On
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the other hand, approximating the summation 4.21, or similarly 4.22, with k terms
preserves this property for any k. This explains the existence of non-symmetric
critical points on an isometry invariant function in practice. See Figure 4.22 and
notice how the critical points on of the Figure on the left are not symmetric with
the rest of the critical points located in symmetric locations whereas this problem
disappears in the right hand Figure. This problem is reduces significantly if one
considers the versions 4.21 and 4.22 of the HKS and ADF .

FIGURE 4.22. Naive approximation of HKS (left) and HKS using 4.21 (right)

We extend this idea further and we propose the following family of isometry
invariant functions. The Modified Heat Kernel Signature is defined to be

M HKSt (., j) =

∞
X

e−ηi t fi ,

(4.23)

i=j

and the Modified Auto Diffusion Function is defined by :
M ADFt (., j) =

∞
X

η

e

−t η i

1

fi .

(4.24)

i=j

where j ≥ 1. The motivation of this definition is the following. One can notice
from the original definition HKS and ADF that these two functions are largely
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determined by the first few eigenfunctions. This however might not always be
desirable since it diminishes all symmetry-related information coming from the
higher terms. The summations 4.23 and 4.24 recover the information stored in the
higher order terms of HKS and ADF. In other words, {M HKSt (., j)}∞
j=1 gives a
family of ”filtered” isometry invariant functions of the original M HKt . The same
applies for {M ADFt (., j)}∞
j=1 . See Figure 4.23 for an example of such functions.

FIGURE 4.23. The isometry invariant functions M HKS0.5 (., 2i) for 1 ≤ i ≤ 6.
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Chapter 5
Pants Decomposition Algorithms
5.1

Introduction

FIGURE 5.1. Pants decomposition obtained using one of our algorithms.

Mesh segmentation is a fundamental problem in geometric modeling. One often
needs to divide a complicated mesh geometry into multiple pieces that are easier to
process. Mesh segmentation has applications including texture mapping [49], collision detection [52], skeletonization [12] and three-dimensional shape retrieval [102].

Many segmentation algorithms have been proposed in the graphics literature
includes [55, 78, 51, 14, 82, 2]. One reason for the variety of segmentation algorithms suggested in the literature is there that is no one universal good algorithm
that suits all applications. The techniques used in algorithms are related to other
areas in computer graphics such as image segmentation [73, 90] and machine learning [41, 17]. For good surveys on various segmentation algorithms see [3, 78]. In this
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chapter we propose two algorithms to decompose a surface into topologically consistent pieces using Morse theory. More precisely, we give algorithms that segment
the the surface into a collection of pants which are topological sphere with three
disks removed. Similar algorithms to ours have been proposed by [51] and [100].
However, all the existing methods rely on computing certain loops on the surface
called Handles and Tunnels loops and computing such curves is computationally
expensive and more importantly it depends on the embedding of the surface. Using
Morse theory makes our algorithm robust with respect to these two points : we
obtain a decomposition that is independent of the embedding and the computation
of the curves of the decomposition is a task that can be computed in linear time.

5.2

Pants Decomposition

Let M be a compact, orientable and connected surface. We say that M is of type
(g, b) if M is of genus g and b zero boundary components. A pair of a pant is a
surface of type (0, 3). See Figure 5.2.

FIGURE 5.2. A pair of pant

A pants decomposition of M is a finite collection of unordered pairwise disjoint
simple closed curves {c1 , ...cn } embedded in M with the property that M − (c1 ∪
... ∪ cn ) is a disjoint union of pair of pants. Two pants decompositions of M are
equivalent if they are isotopic. See Figure 5.3 for an example of two non-isotopic
pants decompositions of a genus 2 surface.
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FIGURE 5.3. Two non-isotopic pants decompositions of a genus 2 surface.

Every connected, compact and orientable surface M with χ(M ) < 0, genus g and
b boundary components admits a pants decomposition with 3g −3+b simple closed
curves and the number of complementary components is 2g − 2 + n = |χ(M )|.

5.3

Morse Function-Based Algorithm to
Compute a Pants Decomposition of a
Surface

In this section we utilize Morse theory to give an algorithm to decompose a surface
with χ(M ) < 0 into a collection of surfaces of type (0, 3). Our algorithm works
for arbitrary surface M with χ(M ) < 0 with and without a boundary. However,
in order to guarantee the correctness of our algorithm we must choose a Morse
function with certain properties. For the latter reason we divide the algorithm into
two sub-cases. It should be noted however that the underlying idea of both cases
is the same.
5.3.1

Pants Decomposition of Surface With χ(M ) < 0 and Without
Boundary

In this section we give an algorithm to compute a pants decomposition of a surface
with genus g ≥ 2 without boundary. Let M be a compact connected orientable
surface with genus g ≥ 2 without boundary and let f be a Morse function on M .
Suppose that t1 , t2 , ..., tn are the critical values for f ordered in an ascending order.
Let p1 , p2 , ..., pn be the corresponding critical points of f . Choose a real number
 > 0 small enough so that for each 1 ≤ i ≤ n there are no critical values for
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f on the interval [ti − , ti + ] except ti . Finally we assume that function f has
exactly one minimum and exactly one maximum. It is clear from the choice of the
function f that one of the points p1 and pn is the global maximum and one of them
is the global minimum. Since multiplying any Morse function on a surface by −1
changes its critical points of index 0 to critical points of index 2 and vise versa,
we can always choose our Morse function f so that p1 is the global minimum and
pn is the global maximum. It should be noted that such a Morse function can be
constructed in practice and we will talk about the construction of such functions
later. We need the following lemma for the correctness of our algorithm.
Lemma 5.1. Let M be a compact connected orientable surface with a Morse function f chosen as specified above then Mt3 + is diffeomorphic to a surface of type
(1, 1) or a surface of type (0, 3).
Proof. The choice of the scalar function f implies immediately that for each 2 ≤
i ≤ n − 1 we have indexf (pi ) = 1. Moreover, by construction we have indexf (p1 ) =
0 and indexf (pn ) = 2. By Theorem 2.15 we conclude that Mt0 + is diffeomorphic
to a disk and Mt1 + is diffeomorphic to surface of type (0, 2).
Moreover, by Theorem 2.15, when f passes from t3 the surface Mt3 + is obtained
from Mt2 + by gluing a rectangular strip D1 × D1 to the boundary of Mt2 + along
D1 × ∂D1 . Up to a homeomophism, there are two possible ways to glue the rectangular strip D1 × D1 to the boundary of Mt2 + along D1 × ∂D1 . See Figure 5.4.
We either glue this rectangular strip to the same boundary component of Mt2 +
to obtain a surface of type (0, 3) or we glue each side of the strip on one of the
boundary components to obtain a surface of type (1, 1). See Figure 5.5.
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D1 × {0}

D1 × {1}

FIGURE 5.4. Two possible ways to glue a disk to the surface of type (0.2).

FIGURE 5.5. Mf,t3 + is diffeomorphic to a type (0, 3) or to a type (1, 1)

.
Remark 5.2. Using similar argument one can prove that the surface Mtn−2 − is
either of type (0, 3) or a surface of type (1, 1).
Lemma 5.1 and remark 5.2 will be used to obtain the first and the last pants in
our pants decomposition. The algorithm is as follows:
1. Compute the critical points of f and put them in an ascending order. Let
p1 , p2 , ..., pn be the sequence of ordered critical points of f and let t1 , t2 , ..., tn
be their corresponding critical values. Note that n = 2g + 2 by our choice of
the scalar function f .
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2. For each 3 ≤ i < n − 3 let ci =

ti +ti+1
.
2

After reindexing, we define the set

C = {ci |1 ≤ i ≤ 2g − 3}. In other words, the set C is a set of ordered regular
values for f such that there is exactly one critical value for the function f in
the intervals [ci , ci+1 ] for 1 ≤ i ≤ 2g − 3. See Figure 5.6 for an example.
t1

t2

Increasing values of f
t3
t4 t5
t6
t7

c1

c2

c3

c4

t8 t9

t10

c5

FIGURE 5.6. Cutting a surface of genus 4 along the values ci .

3. Cut the surface M along the level sets f −1 (c) for all c ∈ C. Note again that
the values c ∈ C are all regular values.
4. By Lemma 5.1 the surface Mc1 is either if type (1, 1) or of type (0, 3). If Mc1
is of type (1, 1), then we use grad(f ) to trace a loop from the saddle point
p2 to the minimum point p1 and then we cut the surface along that loop.
See Figure 5.7. Otherwise, if the surface is of type (0, 3) we do not need to
do anything. In either cases, we denote the resulting surface of type (0, 3) by
Minitial .
5. Consider the manifold with boundary M[c1 ,c2 ] . This surface is a finite disjoint
union of one surface of type (0, 3) and multiple surfaces of type (0, 2). Attach
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FIGURE 5.7. Tracing a loop from the first saddle point p2 to the minimum p1 .

every surface of type (0, 2) to Minitial . Note that this gluing does not change
the homeomorphism type of Minitial . See Figure 5.8 (b).
6. For each 1 < i < 2g − 3 consider the manifold with boundary M[ci ,ci+1 ] .
This surface is again a finite disjoint union of one surface of type (0, 3) and
multiple surfaces of type (0, 2). Attach every surface of type (0, 2) to M[ci−1 ,ci ] .
See Figure 5.8 (c).
(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

FIGURE 5.8. Illustration of the algorithm

7. The remaining part M−f,c2g−3 is either of type (1, 1) or of type (0, 3). If the
surface M−f,c2g−3 is of type (1, 1) then use grad(−f ) to trace a loop from the
saddle point pn−1 to the point pn and this cut the surface M−f,c2g−3 along
this loop to obtain a pant. Otherwise, if the surface is of type (0, 3) we do
not need to do anything.
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Note that algorithm constructs a collection of pants inductively. We start by having
the the first pair of pants in 4 and then we go to the next level which is a finite
disjoint union of single pair of pants and some topological cylinders. We attach the
cylinders to the previous pair of pants and then we go to the next level and repeat
the same process.
5.3.2

Pants Decomposition of Surface With χ(M ) < 0 and With
Boundary

In this section we present an algorithm to decompose a surface M with χ(M ) < 0
with boundary components. The algorithm follows almost as before. The main difference is that we need to take care of the choice of the Morse function. We have
two cases, (1) The surface M has exactly one boundary component (2) The surface
M has more than one boundary components.

Let M be a compact connected orientable surface with χ(M ) < 0 and one
boundary component Σ. We pick a point pmax on the surface and construct a
Morse function f : M −→ [0, 1] that satisfies the following conditions :
1. f −1 (Σ) = 0 and f (x) > 0 for all x in M \Σ.
2. The point f −1 (1) = xmax is a global maximum.
3. The function f does not have any critical point of index 0 or 2 except for
pmax .
The pants decomposition algorithm for a surface M with χ(M ) < 0 and one
boundary component Σ algorithm goes now as follows :
1. Compute the critical points of f and put them in an ascending order. Let
p1 , p2 , ..., pn be the ordered critical points of f and let t1 , t2 , ..., tn be the corresponding critical values of f . By our choice of Morse function we index(pi ) =
1 for all 1 ≤ i ≤ n − 1 and index(pmax ) = 2.
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2. For each 1 ≤ i < n − 3 let ci =

ti +ti+1
.
2

Define the set C = {ci |1 ≤ i ≤ 2g − 3}.

In other words, the set C is a set of ordered regular values for f such that
there is exactly one critical value in the interval [ci , ci+1 ]. See Figure 5.9 for
an example.
3. Cut the surface M along the level sets f −1 (c) for all c ∈ C.
4. Consider the manifold Minitial := M[−,c1 ] . By our choice of the Morse function
Minitial is a of type (0, 3).
(a)

(b)

FIGURE 5.9. Pants decomposition for a surface with a single boundary component

The rest of the pant decomposition algorithm for a surface is similar to steps
(5), (6) and (7) of the algorithm in section 5.3.1.

Now we discuss the final case. Suppose that M has boundary components
Σ1 , ..., Σk where k ≥ 2. Here we also need to construct a Morse function that
serves our purpose. We need a Morse function f that satisfies the following :
1. We choose one of the boundary component, say Σ1 , and we construct f such
that f −1 (0) = Σ1 and f (x) > 0 for all x ∈ M \Σ1 .
2. f −1 (1) = ∪ki=2 Σi .
3. The function f does not have any critical point of index 0 or 2.
As we did earlier, let p1 , p2 , ..., pn be the ordered critical points of f and let
t1 , t2 , ..., tn be the corresponding critical values of f . Define the values ci =

ti +ti+1
2

for all 1 ≤ ti ≤ n − 1. By our choice of the Morse function, the manifold M[ci ,ci+1 ] is
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homeomorphic to a finite disjoint union of one surface of type (0, 3) and multiple
surfaces of type (0, 2). In particular M[−,c1 ] is a pant. The pants decomposition
algorithm now is similar to the previous algorithm except that we do not to trace
any loop since all connected components after cutting along the regular values of
C are pants or cylinders. See Figure 5.10 for an example.
(a)

(b)

FIGURE 5.10. Pants decomposition for a surface with multiple boundary components

Figure 5.11 shows multiple examples of pants decomposition of surfaces using
this algorithm.

FIGURE 5.11. Pants decompositions using our Morse Function-Based algorithm.

5.4

Reeb Graph-Based Pants Decomposition
Algorithm for an Arbitrary Surface

In this section we give n pants decomposition algorithm using the Reeb graph of a
Morse function. This algorithm has many advantages over the previous algorithm.
The main advantage lies in the fact that it does not put any restriction on choice of
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the Morse function. This allows us to choose a scalar function with better geometric properties. The second advantage is that choosing a cutting circle on a surface
is much more flexible when using the structure of the Reeb graph than choosing
the inverse image of a regular value of a Morse function.

Let M be a compact orientable surface, possibly with boundary, such that
χ(M ) < 0. Let f be an arbitrary Morse function of M . The Reeb graph-based
pants decomposition algorithm of the surface M and the Morse function f goes as
follows:
1. Compute the Reeb graph R(f ) of (M, f ).
2. There are two types of 1-valence nodes on the graph R(f ), the 1-valence
nodes that are a result of collapsing the boundary components of M and
the 1-valence nodes that are coming from critical points of f of index 0 and
2. We consider the graph R(f ) obtained by taking the deformation retract
of the graph R(f ) that leave the edges coming from the boundary component without retraction. This step can be done iteratively by keep deleting
the edges whose one of its defining nodes has valence 1 until there are no
more such edges except for the ones which have 1-valence nodes originated
from boundary component. See Figure 5.12 step (3) for an example of such
retraction.
3. We remove all the nodes on the graph R(f ) of valency 2 and we combine the
two edges that meet at such a node into one edge. We also denote the obtained
from this step by R(f ). Note that this graph is trivalent by construction.
4. We select an interior point on every edge of the graph R(f ) provided that
neither one of the two nodes defining that edge has valency 1. Note that the
selection of the these point on the graph R(f ) corresponds to partitioning
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the graph R(f ) into a collection of small graphs each one of them is a vertex
connected by small three arcs. See step (5) in Figure 5.12. Each one of these
small graphs corresponds to a pant on the surface M .
5. Each choice of an interior point induces a choice of a simple closed curve
on the original surface M . The collection of all curves obtained in this way
defines a pants decomposition on the surface M .
(1)

(4)

(2)

(3)

(5)

(6)

FIGURE 5.12. The steps of the Reeb graph-based pants decomposition algorithm

Figure 5.13 shows examples of application of this algorithm on some surfaces.
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FIGURE 5.13. Examples of our second algorithm

5.4.1

Further Directions

Let M ⊂ R3 be a connected, closed, orientable and embedded surface of genus
g in R3 and let f be a Morse function on M , then M can be recovered up to
a homeomorphism from R(f ) as the boundary of an oriented 3-dimensional regular neighborhood of the graph R(f ). In other words, all topological data of M
can be recovered from the Reeb graph R(f ). This fact is the essence of the Reeb
graph-based pants decomposition algorithm 5.4. In fact, R(f ) in this case can also
be used to recover embedding-related information about the surface M as we will
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demonstrate here. The surface M , with the properties described above, determines
a partition for R3 into an ”inside” region I and an ”outside” region O. The region
I is the bounded region in R3 determined by M , and O is the unbounaded region
in R3 determined by M . We take both I and O to be 3-manifold with boundary
and their boundary is the surface M . A simple closed curve on M , or a loop, is
called a handle loop if it is trivial in homology group H1 (I) and non-trivial in the
homology group H1 (O). For a connected, closed, orientable and embedded surface
of genus g there are g handle loops [59].

Determining these loops and their dual, called tunnel loops, is an important
problem in computer graphics and many algorithms have been suggested to compute them [20, 21, 19]. Handle loops can be easily computed using Reeb graph
as follows [34]. Let T be a spanning tree of R(f ) and consider the edges e1 , ...eg
in R(f )\T . Each interior point in ei , for 0 ≤ i ≤ g, determines a handle loop li
under the surjective map f : M −→ R(f ). Similar method was employed by [19]
to determine handle loops. Choosing an interior point for each ei , where 0 ≤ i ≤ g,
determines a finite collection of curves l1 , ..., lg and these curves determine a cutting
system [34]. A cutting system for a connected, closed, orientable and embedded
surface M of genus g is a collection of unordered disjoint simple closed loops whose
complement M \(l1 t ... t lg ) is a sphere with 2g boundary components [34]. One
can see that these facts immediately yield an algorithm to obtain the a cutting
system for M .

5.5

Choosing a Morse Function

We need to construct a Morse function that suits the algorithms that we have
presented. For the algorithm given in section 5.3.1 we need a scalar function that
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has one global minimum and one local maximum. This can be done by solving a
Laplace equation on a mesh with Dirichlet boundary condition. For more details
see Chapter 3 section 4.5. Using the notation we presented in 4.5, the constrained
vertices VC is chosen to have exactly two vertices VC = {vmin , vmax } such that
f (vmin ) < f (vmax ). This choice will guarantee that the solution f has a single
minimum at vmin and a single maximum at vmax . Hence, every other critical point
for f must be a saddle point which is an essential for our algorithm 5.3.1.

Algorithm 5.3.1 also requires choosing appropriate Morse functions when the
surface M has one or more boundary components. Recall in the case when M has
one boundary component we require that the Morse function has only one global
maximum and the entire boundary component is mapped to the lowest value of the
Morse function. Such a function can also be obtained in practice by using harmonic
function with Dirichlet conditions chosen precisely as specified in the algorithm.
Similarly, a harmonic scalar function can be used to obtain for the pants decomposition algorithm 5.3.1 for a surface with multiple boundary components.

Even though our second algorithm works on a generic Morse function, we choose
a Morse function that captures the geometry and the symmetry aspects of the
mesh. This was not possible in the previous algorithm due to the restriction of
the input function. Our choice for scalar functions were made based on the object
itself. For organic objects like the human body Poisson fields, the modified discrete
conformal factor and AGD presented in the previous chapter gave us the best
results. On the other hand, for objects with some symmetry, we found that isometry
invariant scalar functions gave the best results.
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5.6

Conclusion

Morse theory is a powerful mathematical tool that uses the local differential properties of a manifold to make conclusions about global topological aspects of the
manifold. We have given two algorithms that utilizes Morse theory to decompose
a 2-manifold into topological pants.

Although the choice of a Morse function has an impact on the output of the
pants decomposition algorithms that we propose here, the topological resections
that every patch in the segmentation must be a topological pant prevents our
algorithms from being able in every case to segment every mesh into geometrically
desired sub-patches.
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